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Abstract

For most of his paintings, Wilkie made a substantial body of

preparatory work, ana it is chiefly through the examination of such

studies that we are able to trace his creative processes. Such an

exercise reveals the changes which took place in his methods of compo¬

sition, the way in which he responded to the different demands of the

subjects with which he dealt, as his career progressed. The thesis

looks specifically at the drawings relating to two of his paintings,

one, a typical genre scene of 1813, Blind Man's Buff (Royal Collection,

Buckingham Palace), and one a history piece and portrait of 1839, Sir

David Baird discovering the body of Tippoo Sahib (National Callery of

Scotland). The studies and sketches are analysed in detail, in order

to attempt to uncover the pattern of the development of Wilkie's ideas,

in each case. The overall picture which emerges from this is of two

quite distinct ways of working. The catalogues given at the end of

the thesis list all the known extant studies and sketches for the

paintings in question.
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Introduction

Wilkie was an extremely talented and prolific draughtsman. He was

a painter who rarely put brush to canvas without having first tried out

his ideas on paper, and so, perhaps not surprisingly, most of his stud¬

ies and sketches bear some relationship to his finished paintings.

When seeking to uncover and explore his creative processes, there is a

considerable body of material available, in the form of extant drawings

as well as information derived from the catalogues of sales of his works

held prior to, and after his death. We have access, also, to many of

his letters. A substantial number were published in Allan Cunningham's

biography of Wilkie, together with extracts from his journal, which,

unfortunately, can no longer be traced.

Wilkie's approach to his work, the way in which he went about mak¬

ing a picture, changed considerably during the course of his career,

broadly in line with his different stylistic phases, as he developed as

a painter. To try to provide any kind of detailed and comprehensive

account of what those changes consisted in, with reference to specific

paintings, would not be possible in a thesis such as this, given the limi¬

tations of space. Instead, I have chosen to concentrate on the drawings

for just two. One dates from the first half of his career, when he

rapidly achieved enormous success as a painter of genre scenes, inspired

by Dutch and Flemish examples. It is these paintings for which he is best

remembered today, and which were to be so influential upon the work of

artists who followed him. The other painting which I will deal with

dates from the 1830's, after Wilkie's visit abroad (1825-1828), when he

mostly produced historical subjects. He was also much in demand as a

portrait painter, at this time, not least because of his appointment as

Painter in Ordinary to the King, in 1830.
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I have singled out Blind Man's Buff (R.A. 1813)(Royal Collection,

Buckingham Palace), and Sir David Baird discovering the body of Tippoo

Sahib (R.A. 1839) (National G-allery of Scotland), in particular, because

of the nature of the studies and sketches relating to them. They allow

us to build up a model of the way in which Wilkie's ideas unfolded, and

of how the finished works came about. Wilkie's compositional methods

varied, even from one painting to another, depending on the subject-

matter, the requirements of his patron, or the influences he was follow¬

ing. Nevertheless, it is fair to say that the studies for Blind Man's

Buff, and the way in which he used them, provide a good example of his

working pattern in the years leading up to his departure abroad, in 1825.

Similarly, those for Sir David Baird discovering the body of Tippoo Sahib

are typical of his working pattern in the years after his return, in

1828. I have made scant reference to his early works, and none at all

to those which resulted from his travels to Italy, Spain, and the East.

I would refer the reader to the bibliography for material relating to

these.

Some explanation is needed as to the way in which the text is laid

out. It falls into two parts : one dealing with Blind Man's Buff and

one with Sir David Baird discovering the body of Tippoo Sahib. These

both subdivide with, first, an introduction intended to provide (a) an

account of the context in which the painting was produced, (b) a broad

outline of the history of the commission, and (c) an indication of how

the painting was received at the time of its exhibition, and of what

critics have thought of it since. This is followed by a systematic

analysis of the preparatory work relating to it. It should be empha¬

sised that, for the purposes of my discussion, I have had to organise

and group together the studies and sketches in a way that may suggest
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that Wilkie's train of thought was linear and precise which, clearly,

it was not. In conclusion, I have sought to summarise the nature of

the creative processes by which the two paintings were produced, and

to assess how those processes contributed to the relative success of

the finished works. The catalogues included at the end of the thesis

are intended to be used in conjunction with the text, but they also

aim to provide a comprehensive list of all the known extant studies and

sketches relating to Blind Man's Buff and to Sir David Baird discovering

the body of Tippoo Sahib.
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I : Blind Man's Buff - The Commission

'July 16 (1810) - West told me He had been with
the Prince of Wales who seemed much disposed to
make a Collection of the Works of British
Artists. The Prince expressed a desire to Have
Bird of Bristol's picture of the 'Village
Choristers' which was exhibited this year. -

West applied to Bird to know the price. Bird
wrote 250 guineas. West took the picture to
the Prince who paid Him for it; and desired Him
to give a Commission to Wilkie to paint a compan¬
ion to it; leaving the subject and the price to
Himself;'1

Such were the origins of the commissioning of Blind Man's Buff, as

related here by Farington (an account generally confirmed by subsequent

letters written by Benjamin West to Major-Ceneral Turner, 'for the
2

information of his Royal Highness the Regent'). Despite the above

remarks, it is unlikely that Wilkie's painting was intended to be a com¬

panion to that of Bird's, in the sense of its being complementary to it,

conceived and worked upon with it in mind. Since no mention is made of

Bird's work, either in any of the correspondence concerning Blind Man's

Buff or elsewhere, it would seem rather that Wilkie's commission came

about simply as a result of the Prince Regent's desire to make an addi¬

tion to his proposed collection. Moreover, at the 'Commemoration Dinner

of the late Sir Joshua Reynolds',^ held at the opening of the exhibition

of Reynolds' pictures at the British Institution on 8 May, 1813, the

Prince Regent approached Wilkie and expressed his pleasure with Blind

Man's Buff, requesting him to paint 'a companion picture of the same

size'.^" A further point to note is that Bird's obituarist wrote that

Bird himself had received a commission for the pendant to his painting,

5
'which he never lived to execute'.
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The linking of Wilkie's name with that of Edward Bird is of par¬

ticular interest, in the light of events which had taken place at the

time of the 1810 Royal Academy exhibition. Wilkie had started work on

the Village Festival (Tate Callery) in September 1809, and his progress

on the painting was such that it must have been clear to him, early in

1810, that he would not have it completed in time for the Royal Academy

exhibition. So it was that, on 3 February, 1810, he called on Haydon

and 'consulted him about the propriety of painting another picture for

the Exhibition, which he advised me to do'

Consequently, Wilkie set about painting a new subject, The

Wardrobe Ransacked.^ This was completed by the beginning of April 1810

and, prior to leaving it at the Royal Academy for the exhibition, Wilkie

took it to the Admiralty and 'showed it (to) Lord and Lady Kulgrave, and

compared it with some of the Flemish pictures, which made it look rather
Q

raw in the colouring'. There is no hint of a suggestion, other than

this one remark, which might indicate a dissatisfaction on Wilkie's part

with the painting. His fellows at the Royal Academy, however, were of a

different opinion and, only a few days later, Wilkie was told that his

friend and patron, Sir Ceorge Beaumont, desired to see him 'on something
9

of importance'.

Beaumont informed him that Benjamin West, then the president of the

Royal Academy, had expressed his desire for Wilkie to withdraw his paint¬

ing from the exhibition, 'for it was considered not equal to (his) other

productions'."^ Concerned that he would suffer more from the disgrace

of withdrawing his work, than from the harm which might ensue from exhi¬

biting it, Wilkie called on Shee, ^ 'who told me that the prevailing

opinion amongst my friends in the Council was, that it would be prudent
12

to withdraw it; I consented to withdraw it accordingly'.
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Wilkie's exhibiting a work painted 'perhaps somewhat too

hastily' and of an inferior quality to those he had previously

executed, might have provoked less comment, had it not been for the

presence, at the exhibition, of the works of Edward Bird, it has

14
frequently been suggested that the Council of the Royal .academy found

that Wilkie's painting bore unfavourable comparison with Bird's Came of

Put (now lost) and his Village Choristers (Royal Collection)(both R.A.

1810), and that this is actually what prompted them to advise him to

withdraw it. The following entry from Wilkie's journal (2 May, 1810)

certainly lends credence to this view:

'Seguier called, and on looking at my little picture,
said he thought the Academy had used me very ill in
requesting me to withdraw it, for he thought my name
would receive no injury from its being placed beside
Bird's pictures, which he thought had been greatly
overrated.'45

Furthermore, Wilkie wrote that, on visiting the exhibition that year,

he took 'particular notice' of Bird's pictures which:

'... for expression of his figures, and execution
of his utensils, are very great; but, upon the
whole, they strike me to be deficient in painting
and colour : his flesh is heavy, and he seems to
have no idea of keeping in the general effect.
They exhibit, however, a very great effort.'16

The question remains, though, whether the behaviour of the Council

was motivated by jealousy of Wilkie's sudden fame, on the part of the

Royal Academicians, as Cunningham suggests, ^ and satisfaction at its

being eclipsed by that which Bird was rapidly achieving, or whether, on

the other hand, it was motivated by genuine concern for Wilkie's reputa¬

tion. Certainly Benjamin West was a great admirer of Bird's work and,

after the exhibition, expressed his desire to purchase his Village
IS

Choristers, but, equally, there is no evidence which would indicate
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any hostility towards Wilkie on his part. Nor is there such evidence

on the part of other of the Royal Academicians. Indeed Shee (who, as

has been said, had agreed that Wilkie should withdraw his work) had,

on 4 February, 1810, assured him that, if he chose to present himself

as a candidate for election as a Royal Academician, he could rely on

19
his vote. Moreover, on 20 February, 1810, Irvine (a painter) called

on Wilkie:

and mentioned, as an inducement for me to pro¬
ceed with my small picture for the Exhibition, that
an Academician said if I exerted myself, I might in
all probability be elected an Academician next
y ar.120

So it seems that, in electing Wilkie to their number, on 11

February, 1811, the Royal Academicians were attesting to their sincere
21

admiration for his work, rather than, as Cunningham claimed, merely

seeking to appease and ingratiate themselves with him, in recognition

of the fact that his considerable fame could not be overlooked.

No doubt, then, the Academicians believed themselves to be acting

in Wilkie's own best interests, by advising him to withdraw his painting,

yet it might still be argued that they were mistaken in so doing.

Seguier was obviously of this opinion (see note 15), though he also

urged Wilkie, just after withdrawing the painting, to work on it '... to

make it as perfect as possible, and get rid of the imputation of its
22

being an inferior picture'. Sir George Beaumont who, in the past, had

shown himself to be a most constructive critic of Wilkie's work, had seen

the painting immediately prior to its completion, yet appears to have
23

found no fault with it. Interestingly, Vvilkie himself remarked, accor¬

ding to Haydon, on seeing Bird's 'picture' (presumably Village Choristers),
22.

that, had he seen it, he would not have taken his own away. Haydon's
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account is strengthened by Wilkie's somewhat unfavourable comments on

Bird's work, in his journal (see note 16). Nevertheless, the "wardrobe

Ransacked had been produced in the space of only two months and solely

for the purpose of presenting a work in time for the exhibition. Add

to this the fact that Vr'ilkie did rework it extensively before exhibiting

it at the Royal Academy, the following year, successfully, as 'A

Humourous Scene', and it seems likely that the fears of the Royal

Academicians were probably not entirely without foundation.

The idea that Wilkie and Bird were properly to be seen as rivals

must largely have been generated by the engraver Cromek, who had been

responsible for placing Bird's picture of G-ood News (now lost) in the

Royal Academy exhibition of 1809 (the first time that he had exhibited

there). Cromek has been described as '... a shifty speculator, who

incurred the odium attaching to men of business who try to make money

25
by the help of men of genius'. Cunningham (who, it should be said,

26
had his own axe to grind, with regard to Cromek) relates how, in the

spring of 1810, he had said of Bird, 'Cad, Sir, he's predestined to

humble your tall thin countryman (Wilkie), who is as silent as the grave,

27
and as proud as Lucifer'. Haydon, however, also refers to Bird as

Vi'ilkie' s rival, though, for a variety of reasons, his account could

hardly be described as objective, certainly so far as his attitude
28

towards the Royal Academy and Sir George Beaumont was concerned. Set

against these accounts are the words of Bird's obituarist, who wrote:

'It has been the folly of some who have passed for
his friends to pit him against Mr. Wilkie, a thing
he never approved; always allowing that gentle¬
man's great merits; and knowing well that their
systems of execution were entirely dissimilar, he
never vaunted over him, but enjoyed his composi¬
tions in common with every good judge of art.'^9
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There is every reason to believe this was the case, especially bear¬

ing in mind the above quotation from Farington's diary, where there is

no hint of any enmity between the two men, which surely there would

have been, had the supposed rivalry really existed.

Wilkie was prevented from starting work on Blind Man's Buff,

initially, due to his suffering a period of considerable ill-health,

during the latter half of 1810. By the beginning of 1811, however, he

was settled in new lodgings in Chelsea, and able to resume work on the

Village Festival, though did not progress sufficiently with it to be

able to exhibit it at the Royal Academy that May. Instead, he submitted

A Humourous Scene (see above) and a Fortrait of a Gamekeeper (Private

Collection), which he had painted the previous December whilst convales¬

cing with Sir George Beaumont, at his residence at Lunmow in Essex. By

15 July, 1811, Wilkie wrote that the Village Festival was 'very nearly

finished',and that he expected to be able to leave London by the end

of that month, for his family home in Cults, Scotland, where his father's

health was causing some anxiety. He returned to London late in October,

and on 18 November, 1811 wrote to his sister Helen that his diploma

picture The Rat Catcher (R.A.) was 'nearly finished', and that he expec¬

ted 'to begin the oil sketch of The Blind Man's Buff very soon'This

is the first reference made in Cunningham to Blind Man's Buff.

Wilkie's next reference to the commission was on 19 March, 1812,

when he informed the Prince Regent that he had proceeded with the paint¬

ing and asked his permission to exhibit it in its present, unfinished
32

state, at an exhibition of his own works in May 1812, at 87 Pall Mall.

The prospect of this exhibition antagonised his fellow Academicians, who

believed that it would attract attention away from their own, which

would be held at the same time. As if to add insult to injury, Wilkie
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had also expressed his intention not to exhibit at the Royal Academy

that year, despite his having been elected a full Academician only the

year before. On realising the strength of the hostility which his

actions had aroused, he decided to send two finished sketches to the

Royal Academy, one of the Village Festival, painted for Lord Mulgrave,

and one of Blind Kan's Buff (No. 12).^ This latter sketch also became

the property of Lord Mulgrave and is now in the Tate Gallery. There

are, however, a number of other oil sketches recorded for Blind Kan's

Buff, so it would be unwise to assume that the Tate sketch is neces¬

sarily that referred to by Wilkie in November 1811.^ Cunningham des¬

cribed the Tate sketch as being 'from a picture which (Wilkie) had then

35
on the easel for the Prince Regent', implying that it was not a pre¬

paratory sketch, which the one mentioned in November 1811 probably was.

Wilkie finished the painting of Blind Man's Buff in time for the

Royal Academy exhibition of 1813- He was a member of the Hanging

Committee that year, together with James Ward, and Richard W'estmacott,

and readily admitted that, in deciding on the arrangement of the pictures,

the first persons they thought of were their own three selves: '(A)cting

on this principle, my picture of Blindman's Buff was accordingly placed

in the principal centre in the great room.No objection seems to have

been made to this, and Wilkie wrote to his sister on 2 May, 1813, that

the picture gave 'the most universal satisfaction. Every body seems to

like it, and many think it is the best 1 have painted' It was sent

to Carlton House, the residence of the Prince Regent, after the close of

the exhibition, in July 1813.

Blind Man's Buff did indeed meet with great critical acclaim. It

was apparently '... applauded extravagantly and described as superior to
70

Teniers', when exhibited at the Royal Academy, and Benjamin West wrote:
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it places the painter in this class of Art prieminent to the

Flemish Schools in mantal capasity (sic), and it is not inferior to

39them in deleneation'. Wilkie's early paintings were most often com¬

pared to those of the Dutch and Flemish masters, so admired by the

Prince Regent and many of the English collectors at that time. It had

been in Edinburgh that Wilkie himself had first become acquainted with

the works of Ostade, Rembrandt, and others, through engravings and

etchings. In London, however, he had the opportunity to study them

first-hand, in the many private collections to which he quickly had

access. Occasionally, he was also lent paintings to take home and

examine. Sir Oeorge Beaumont, for example, offered to send him a small

landscape by Teniers, to help him when painting the sky in the Village
40

Festival.

John Burnet classed Blind Man's Buff among those works by Wilkie

'that more nearly approach to the rich tones and glazings of Adrian

41
Ostade', and Oliver Millar continues the comparison, in his belief

that Ostade's influence is felt in the tonality and setting of the
42

painting. It is chiefly these very features mentioned by Millar which

account for the Dutch/Flemish feel of the work. The handling of the

paint is also a contributing factor. Wilkie avoids careful, precise

delineation of form, in favour of 'a roundness and melting of the out-

. 43
line', such as is found in the work of Ostade. The subject matter is

reminiscent of Dutch/Flemish scenes of peasants dancing, or making merry.

Of course, it is entirely possible that there was a specific painting of

a Blind Man's Buff by a Dutch or Flemish master, which Wilkie might have

used as a source.

Not all the critics likened Wilkie's Blind Man's 3uff solely to the

Dutch/Flemish masters. Increasingly, talk had been of the French
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influence on his work, that of painters such as &reuze, Fragonard,

and Watteau, but it was by no means always complimentary. A critic

writing in Bell's Weekly Messenger, 9 Kay, 1813, for example,

this excellent artist is declining into a prettyism, similar to

Watteau. He should shake off this feebleness'. The relation between

Wilkie and Watteau is often mentioned, almost exclusively with regard

to the change in Wilkie's figure style, which begins to make itself

felt in the Village Festival. Boase detects a 'Watteau-like pointed-

44 . .
ness of pose and gesture in the figures , and Irwin talks of '(a) new

45
elegance' to be found in them. Campbell writes that Wilkie's study

of Italian and French works, in private collections, 'bore immediate

fruit' in Blind Han's Buff, and refers especially to Watteau.^ The

following account, given by Mrs. Thomson, a friend of Wilkie's, is

often cited as evidence of Wilkie's enthusiasm for Watteau:

'I remember with delight a long day spent in
Dulwich Gallery; the Watteaus there attracted
Wilkie's close attention; he was riveted, and
saw nothing but these - his cynosures.'47

It should be remembered, however, that Mrs. Thomson seems not to have

met Wilkie until late 1813, in other words, after he had finished Blind

Han's Buff, and that their visit to the Dulwich Picture Gallery must have

taken place in or after 1814, since that was when it was first opened.

Yet the Wratteaus at Dulwich formed part of the Bourgeois collection,

bequeathed to the Gallery in 1811, and we know that Wilkie had, in fact,
) g

seen some of these pictures in December 1808. Even before this, in

June (?) 1807, Sir George Beaumont had written recommending him to study
49

'Rembrandt, and Ostade, and Watteau, but especially Rembrandt ...', so

that it is not implausible to suppose that he had seen the Dulwich

Watteaus, and that V/atteau might have been one of his artistic sources.
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It was certainly the case in earlier works, such as The Rent hay

(Mr. J. S. L. Adams) or The Cut Finger (S. H. Whitbread, Southill)

(both R.A. 1809), that Wilkie's figures tended to be quite character¬

istically Dutch - rather stocky, with disproportionately large heads

and that, in Blind Man's Buff, this has altered somewhat in favour of

less stereo-typed, better proportioned figures. Yet they retain a

vigorous, robust quality which, I would argue, is far removed from the

influence of Watteau. The nature of the figures in the Bal Champetre

(Dulwich Picture Gallery), for example, is delicate, refined, they nod

and bow gracefully to one another. One can scarcely imagine them caught

in the grip of such passion as is displayed by the young girl ana her

two admirers in Blind Pan's Buff. Watteau's figures strike attitudes,

whereas Wilkie's behave as if caught unawares. I would disagree, then,

that the change in Wilkie's figure style may be attributable to his

study of works by Watteau. It is more probable, I think, that it was

simply the logical outcome of his improved skill as a draughtsman.

Perhaps he now felt able to develop his own, individual fig-ore style,

instead of relying, as he had done previously, on Dutch/Flemish models.
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Notes on Chapter I

1. Farington VI, p.89. Edward Bird of Bristol (1772-1819). Born
Wolverhampton. Received no formal artistic training. Set up a
drawing school in 3ristol and, in 1807, exhibited two of his
paintings at the Bath Exhibition. A.R.A. 1812. R.A. 1815•
Appointed Historical Painter to Princess Charlotte cl8l3. Met
David Wilkie 1809, through R. H. Cromek.

2. Aspinall I, 250.

3- Cunningham I, p.379*

4. Ibid., p.379-

5. Gentleman's Magazine, November 1819, p.470. This was apparently
in 1814 when 'the Prince Regent told Sir Charles Long, who had
approached him on Bird's behalf, that he 'wished to have a Picture
painted a companion for his Psalm Singers before painted by
Mr. B" . (B.K. Addit. MS. 36506, 7 May (1814) - quoted here by
Richardson, p.28.)

6. Cunningham I, p.276.

7. Wilkie referred to this painting as 'The Kan with the Girl's Cap'.
Sir George Beaumont suggested the title 'No Fool like an Old Fool'
(Cunningham I, p.284). It later became known as The Wardrobe
Ransacked. The painting is now known only through an engraving.

8. Cunningham I, p.284.

9. Ibid., p.287.

10. Ibid., p.287.

11. Sir Martin Archer Shee (1769-1850). Portrait painter. A.R.A. 1798.
R.A. 1800. Elected President of the Royal Academy 1830 in prefer¬
ence to, amongst others, Wilkie himself.

12. Cunningham I, p.288.

13. Redgrave, p.263.

14. See Cunningham I, p.289. Haydon (i960) I, pp.151-155.

15. Cunningham I, p.294.

16. Ibid., p.293.

17. Ibid., p.289.

18. Whitley, p.302.

19. Cunningham I, p.276.
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20. Ibid., p.279.

21. Ibid., p.329.

22. Ibid., p.291.

23. Ibid., p.284.

24. Haydon (1950), p.128.

25. D.N.B. XIII, p.144.

26. Ibid., XIII, p.309. Cromek had met Cunningham in Scotland in 1809
and encouraged him to try his luck in London, where he arrived on
9 April, 1810, just at the time when Wilkie was being advised to
withdraw his work. Cromek drew extensively on Cunningham's poetry
in a volume entitled 'Remains of Nithsdale and Galloway Song, with
Historical and Traditional Notices relative to the Manners and
Customs of the Peasantry', published in December 1810. He did not,
however, acknowledge his source, hence Cunningham's antipathy
towards him (see note 25).

27. Cunningham I, p.290.

28. Haydon turned against the Royal Academy after his much-admired
painting, Derrtatus, was hung in the Octagon Room, at the exhibition
of 1809 (an action which he regarded as insulting). He had also,
that year, put down his name for election as an Associate but had
lost to George Dawe. Leslie (p.224) wrote that, for this to have
happened, was 'certainly disgraceful to the Academy', as his
Dentatus 'should assuredly have made him an Associate'. Haydon
quarelled with Sir George 3eaumont in April 1810 over the size of
the painting of Macbeth which he had commissioned from him.

29. Gentleman's Magazine, November 1819, p.471*

50. Cunningham I, p.333*

31. Ibid., p.339.

32. Ibid., p.350.

33- See Cunningham I, pp.345-348. Farington VII, pp.76-77. A further
cause for objection on the part of the Academicians was probably
that Wilkie was to exhibit, for the first time, his long-awaited,
and much talked of painting of the Village Festival, at his own and
not at the Academy's exhibition.

34. (i) One in the Yvynn Ellis sale, 6 May, I876 (106)(24" x 34j>").

(ii) One in the A. Elmore collection, 1874.

These were both exhibited at the International Exhibition, 1874
(210) and (226). See Woodward, p.13*

(iii) One sketch for part of the right-hand half of the design :
Ashmolean Museum (see No.17). This is likely to be the 'small
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sketch or copy of part of my picture of 31ind Man's Buff', which
Wilkie mentions in his journal 28 December, 1813, and which he
sent to his brother John, in India (see Cunningham I, p.387). I
would disagree with Dr. Blayney Brown who suggests, in his cata¬
logue entry for this sketch, that it was 'most probably ... a
preparatory oil sketch', developed from the right halves of the
National Gallery of Scotland, and Nottingham compositional studies
(Nos. 2 and ll), and that it was painted prior to the Tate oil
sketch. I would argue that, on the contrary, it must be later in
date than the Tate sketch - note the differences in the clothing
of the blind-man, and the face of the figure cowering beneath his
left hand, which correspond closely, in fact, to the finished
painting.

(iv) Entry in sale catalogue, Christies, 3 July, 1333 (69),
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II : Blind Man's Buff - The Studies and Sketches

The extracts from Wilkie's journal, quoted by Cunningham, cease

with the entry for 11 June, 1810 (i.e. probably just before the commis¬

sioning of Blind Man's Buff) and do not begin again until 30 August,

1813, after the painting had been exhibited. There seems to be no

apparent reason why this should be so. It may have been that Wilkie

was too ill and so too little occupied with his work to bother to write

a journal. Cunningham, however, wrote 'it appears from Wilkie's memo¬

randa, as well as from his correspondence, that he still continued to be

a sufferer (in health) at the end of 1810, which implies that he

must have been making some kind of record of events. Whatever the

reason, the omission of such material means that the task of dating the

studies and sketches for Blind Man's Buff is made all the more difficult.

As if to compound the problem, Wilkie makes scant reference to Blind

Man's Buff in his correspondence, so there is virtually no written evi¬

dence which might indicate the way in which his work on the subject

progressed.

Only two examples of the preparatory work are actually dated - the

Nottingham pen and ink compositional study (No.ll)(inscr. D. Wilkie

1812), and the Tate oil sketch (No.12)(inscr. D.W. 1811). The painting

itself is dated 1812 (inscr. David Wilkie 1812). It was unusual, at that

time, for Wilkie to sign or date studies relating to paintings. He most

often inscribed his work only when it depicted particular people or

places. However, he may have chosen to inscribe the Tate sketch on the

occasion of its exhibition at the Royal Academy in 1812. It could also

be the case that the Nottingham study was, in fact, inscribed at some

later date, for Wilkie is known sometimes to have signed and dated his
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work in retrospect. Thus it is unwise always to assume that the date

inscribed necessarily refers to the time at which the drawing was

made. (Hence the Tate sketch, dated 1311, is closer to the finished

painting than the Nottingham study, dated 1812.) It is, then, purely

a matter of speculation as to when V.'ilkie began work on the studies

and sketches for Blind Han's Buff. It seems likely that the majority

of the pen and ink studies date from between mid or late 1810 and early

1812, since the Tate sketch, which varies only slightly from the fin¬

ished painting, was exhibited in May 1812, by which time the main lines

of the composition appear to have been fully worked out. For reasons

which I will outline later, the chalk hand studies most probably date

from the end of 1812 - early 1813•

In attempting to discover the way in which Wilkie's ideas for the

painting took shape, it is necessary almost exclusively to look to the

drawings themselves for guidance. A useful starting-off point is the

study which is almost certainly the earliest of the extant drawings for

Blind Man's Buff (No.l), in which even the foreground figure, which

links the two halves of the design, is not yet present. This study

contains some elements which reappear in later studies, though in dif¬

ferent formations. Taking first the right-hand side, the main differ¬

ence between this and the other compositional studies is the group of

figures behind the boy who crouches immediately behind the blindman.

The figure nearest to this boy points towards the blindman, and thus

links the background figures to the scene in the foreground. Strangely

enough, the complex grouping on the right of the blindman, consisting of

the girl being grasped hold of round the waist by one young man, whilst

being kissed by another, has evidently already been well worked out.

No separate drawings survive for the right-hand side of the composition,'
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so we have no means of knowing how it evolved. Yet so unusual are

the positions of these figures, and of the one who edges his way along

the bench, hands to the wall, that they provoke speculation as to why

Wilkie should have placed them thus. Why should he- have chosen to

depict two young men embracing the girl, when one would surely have

been sufficient, if his object in including such a group had been

simply to provide a humourous anecdote, as Cunningham suggests?^ Why,

also, does the figure on the bench (who subsequently stands on the seat,

instead of perching precariously on the back of it) turn to the flat wall

for support, instead of having his back to it, which would seem the more

natural thing to do?

A possible explanation may be that this indicates a heightening of

Wilkie's artistic aspirations, that his interest was beginning to extend

beyond Dutch/Flemish masters to those of the Italian Renaissance. The

twisting and elaborate interlocking of the figures, for example, a

feature unprecedented in Wilkie's oeuvre, is quite characteristic of the

works of Michaelangelo, or Raphael, prints of which Wilkie would certainly

have been familiar with. A scene such as Raphael's Expulsion of

Heliodorus (Vatican, Rome) may have suggested the unusual grouping on

the right-hand side. Consider, for example, the two figures on the pil¬

lar, on the left-hand side of the fresco. One figure stands up, clinging

to the pillar, whilst the other, beneath, supports him round the waist.

Looking again at Blind Man's Buff, there are perhaps echoes of this in

the upright figure on the bench, and in the figure on the floor, who has

his arm round the girl. Wilkie would also have known Raphael's cartoons,

in the original, and it is interesting that Cunningham, in his descrip¬

tion of Blind Man's Buff, compares the blindman to the figure 'of Elymas
4

the Sorcerer, in the Cartoons ...'.
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At any rate, Wilkie seems to have been especially satisfied with

this arrangement and it is notable that, when making a sketch from the

painting to send to his brother John, in India (No.17), he chose to
5

copy this very section. It is, as much as anything else, a display,

on Wilkie's part, of his growing technical accomplishment, in which he

delighted.

The left-hand side of the study (No.l) is quite different from the

right, not least in terms of the drawing style. The figures are larger.

Instead of their forms being outlined in a summary fashion, they are

more carefully detailed and described. The groups of figures here

remain separate, rather than forming a coherent whole, as they do on the

opposite side. This indicates, no doubt, Wilkie's uncertainty so far as

the arrangement of this area of the composition was concerned. It

appears as if he began with the right-hand side, and then added the

figures on the left-hand side, more to see how they looked, than because

he had some specific idea in mind. Note, for example, how they have been

placed within an already existing setting, which extends only to the

middle of the group on the far left, clearly demonstrating the disparity

in scale between the two halves of the composition.

This study had been known only through a photograph in a Christies

sale catalogue of 1364. Recently, however, I have, quite by chance,

come across the right-hand side of the original. It has been divided

from its other half just short of the figure nearest to the woman in the

mob cap who runs across the picture from the left. Two drawings 'connec¬

ted with the early stages of the development of the design'^ are recorded

t>y Millar as having been with Agnews in 1967- This was one, presumably

the left-hand side was the other. It was probably the very contrast

between the two halves of the study which, sadly, suggested the
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possibility of its being split up in this way.

Looking now to the rest of the pen and ink studies, they may be

separated into three main groups, roughly corresponding to three pos¬

sible ways of resolving the problem of the left-hand side. There is

also a subsidiary group of individual figure studies."'' Once V.'ilkie

fixed upon the idea of the figure in the middle of the room, who most

nearly approaches the blindman, he had the means to unite the two halves

of the design, and hence could concentrate on each individually, knowing

that they would piece together satisfactorily. An early idea for the

left-hand side is found in the Scottish National Gallery compositional

study (No.2), and in one of the nine studies on a sheet (No.3b) in the

same collection. It consists of a group of four figures, one of whom

holds out what seems to be a dog, or cat, in the direction of the blind-

man, presumably for the purpose of further confusing him. The figure in

the group of four, nearest to us, is taken from the early compositional

study (No.l) and eventually finds his way into the finished painting.

This rather unusual grouping is reminiscent of the painting by George
g

Norland of Children Playing at Blind nan's Buff (whereabouts unknown).

Norland had produced a series of subjects featuring children, most of

which were engraved by his brother-in-law, William Ward and were sold,

with much success, by J. R. Smith. His Blind Han's Buff was the first

of these, the print of which was published in 1788. Norland is men-

9
tioned in relation to the work of wilkie's friend, William Mulready

and it is likely that Wilkie himself would have been familiar with his

work. Soon after his arrival in London, in fact, 15 July, 1805, he

remarks:

'I have been seeing a gallery of pictures by Norland,
which please me very much indeed. He seems to have
copied nature in every thing, and in a manner
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peculiar to himself. When you look at his
pictures you see in them the very same figures
that we see here every day in the streets,
which, from the variety and looseness in their
dress, form an appearance that is truly pictur¬
esque, and much superior to our peasantry in
Scotland.'10

The scene of Borland's 31ind Man's Buff is of children playing out of

doors and the composition is relatively simple, there being only some

eight figures, as compared to twenty seven in Y.ilkie's. Of particular

interest are the two figures in the foreground, on the right-hand side

of the girl who is blindfold. The boy who most nearly approaches her

fulfills the same kind of function as the figure in the immediate fore¬

ground of 7/ilkie's work, that of leading us in towards the blindman.

Turning to Wiikie's two studies above-mentioned (Nos.2 and 3b), notice

how that figure has one leg extended behind him, as does Borland's

figure, moreover, the group of figures to his left could conceivably

have been inspired by the girl in Borland's work, who is lifting up a

dog and, on reversing that composition, the spatial relation between

this girl and the boy in the foreground seems even more to be akin to

that between the group holding the animal and the foreground figure in

Wilkie's work.

Study No.2 is particularly striking for its being so highly fin¬

ished. Campbell suggests that this may be due to the influence of

engraving on Yvilkie's style, that '... in order to fully understand the

process of printing' he may have adopted this strongly linear technique,

'... in response to the needs of the engraver'. Wiikie had first

thought of having his paintings engraved in 1807, in order to make his

art known to a wider public and to increase his income, though '... he

resolved to have his works translated, or rendered into the black and
12

white of ink and paper, by none save the most skilful'. The study
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certainly has all the appearance of a print. The untouched areas of

paper form the lightest sections and depth is rendered by means of many

minute strokes of the pen, in a cross-cross pattern, where one might

normally expect a dark wash.

Yet one wonders why it should have been just at this time that

Vilkie chose to adapt his style, for he had been having his works

13
engraved since 1808. I would put forward the idea that this may have

lt-
been when Wilkie began to etch, and that this is what accounts for what

would otherwise be a rather surprising alteration of his style. Little

is known about his etchings. He had seven of the thirteen which he pro¬

duced published together, in a thin volume, in 1324. There is also one

lithograph by him. Six of the etchings are dated - two of 1814, one of

1815 (afterwards altered to 1820), one of 1819, one of 1820 (final state

1821), and one of 1824. Of most interest, however, is one which is
15

undated, The Bagpiper. This consists of three studies, on one plate,

for (or from) Wilkie's painting of the subject, of 1813. The etching is

in reverse to the painting and differs from it, in that the piper is not

shown wearing a hat. Campbell Dodgson surmises from this that it may

have been taken from a study and not from the finished work.^" If this

is right then not only might the etching be close in date to Wilkie's

studies for Blind Han's Buff, but also it might lead us to think that he

perhaps considered certain of them as possible subjects for etchings

themselves. Furthermore, Wilkie adopts this kind of technique again for

several of his studies for The Reading of the Will (Bayerische

Staatsgemaldesammlungen, Munich)(R.A. 1820), another painting for which

he made an etching."^

Another interesting aspect of this study (No.2) is the section of

paper which has been inserted to fit the bottom left-hand corner. (Top
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left-hand side of the fireplace down, following the curve of the man

in the foreground.) Wilkie was here putting into practice one of the

lessons he had evidently learnt from his study of the Old Masters,

more specifically, Rembrandt. Sir Deorge Beaumont wrote to him, in

1807:

'... I think we observed together, in my little
picture by him of the Descent from the Cross,
wherever he had failed, he has cut out the paper,
and inserted a fresh piece.'

Wilkie has not been entirely successful, though, for the line of the wall

above the three figures in the background, on the stair, does not meet

the line of the wall in the original study. Or perhaps it is rather the

perspective in the original study which is at fault, leaving no space to

include the wall on the left-hand side. It is worth commenting here on

the quite elaborate perspectival framework which Wilkie has chosen to

employ in the painting, in comparison to his previous interiors, which

had been relatively simple and straightforward. In the letter to his

sister of 18 November 1811, in which he first wrote of painting an oil

sketch of 31ind Man's Buff, he continued: '... In the evening I go on

with the mathematics, which I take great delight in, and I have also

begun a system of algebra, a study I should like to learn something of
19

too.' It might be that his enthusiasm for mathematics enabled him to

experiment with more ambitious compositions, both in terms of the group¬

ing of the figures, and in terms of the settings within which they were

placed. Irwin suggests, also, that 'he may have tried out the system of
20

composing with the help of small-scale figures arranged in a box',

(used later for paintings such as The Reading of the Will, The Chelsea

Pensioners (R.A. l822)(Apsley House), and Sir David Baird discovering

the body of Tippoo Sahib). This seems not unlikely. John Burnet des¬

cribes it as 'a method which (Wilkie) availed himself of till the
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last', and Cunningham refers to his having used something of the

sort, even for his painting of Alfred in the Neatherd's Cottage

(Commander A. 7. Armitage) of 1806, 'he modelled the whole in clay,
22

that he might ascertain the light and shade of the composition',

though, admittedly, no mention is made of the figures being placed in

a box.

A curious discrepancy between the compositional study (No.2) and

the separate study for the same group on the left-hand side (No.3b)

arises from the fact that, in the latter, there is a girl crouched

behind a partly drawn curtain, in the window, whereas in the former

there is not, and the curtain is drawn back. Yet it is only in this one

respect that the two studies differ. Moreover, in the Nottingham study

(No.ll), which is probably later than these, the curtain is also drawn

back, and no such figure is apparent. In the Tate sketch (No.12) and in

the finished painting, the girl in the window reappears, though this

time peeping behind a curtain which is almost fully drawn across. The

explanation for Wilkie's choosing to include such a figure, in the way

in which he finally did, must be that he wished thereby to eliminate the

window as a general source of light, though to use it in a very specific

way to illuminate the figures on the stairs, by means of the crack in

the curtain. "Why the girl in the window should appear in what is likely

to be an early study, only to be absent from a later one, must remain a

mystery.

Finally, a suggestion as to why Wilkie might have abandoned the

idea of the group holding out the dog, or cat, in favour, ultimately,

of a more complex arrangement. He may have felt that this one group of

figures did not balance the right-hand side of the composition satisfac¬

torily; which is, itself, composed of some thirteen figures, strung out
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across the picture space, to the very edge of the bottom right-hand

corner, whereas half of the foreground on the left-hand side is empty.

The latter side also suffers from too little variety of movement - it

all tends in one direction. How much more successful is the final

solution, in which the woman on that side draws back from the blindman;

there is then a pause, and our eye automatically falls to the foreground

figure, which now forms a most effective and explicit link between the

right and left-hand sides of the composition.

Before seeing how this arrangement came about, however, we must

first look at a further group of drawings which illustrate yet another

train of thought which Wilkie must have had. This consists of five very

small studies (Nos.3&, 4, 5> 6 and 7&) depicting three male nudes. The

grouping, once again, is probably derived from the early compositional

study (No.l) though this time from the three figures running towards the

blindman. The group has been compressed and it is the middle figure,

leaning forwards on his left leg, who is most prominent. Two of the

studies (Nos.3a and 4) are virtually identical and show the three nudes

alone. In the light of the above discussion, we may judge them to be

later in date than the two Scottish National Gallery studies previously

mentioned (Nos.2 and 3b), for the figure in the middle holds back the one

in front, thus arresting the forward movement which Wilkie clearly came

to reject. These studies, of figures for a composition being drawn in

the nude, form a unique group in W'ilkie's oeuvre, for there are no such

examples of his adopting this practice either before or after Blind Man's

Buff. He made a number of Academy Life studies, certainly, but seemingly

not with the intention of including them in, or using them for, any of

his paintings. The studies of nudes for Blind Man's Buff are clearly not

taken from life. Not only would we not expect them to be, for 'Wilkie had
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always used chalk for his life studies, but also it appears that he

did not use models for the painting until late 1812 or early 1813,

i.e. after the work in pen and ink had been completed. They may be

further evidence, however, to suggest that Wilkie was, at this time,

seeking to emulate the example of the artists of the High Renaissance.

(I am thinking here of compositional studies by Leonardo and Raphael, in

which the figures are drawn 'unclothed', surely for the purpose of gain¬

ing a thorough understanding of how their bodies are to be positioned,

and of what the movement will consist in.)

Wilkie has obviously worked quickly and easily to transmit his

thoughts to paper, and the fluidity of the drawing style creates figures

which are full of animation and liveliness. They are in some contrast

to those in the more restrained and precise studies which, as Allentuck

23
suggests, 'lack this peculiar tensile energy'. She herself describes

the nude male in the Yale study (No.7a) as 'conveying a forcefulness
2k

almost Michaelangelesque in its impact'. Another good example of this

contrast in Wilkie's pen and ink technique is found in the early compo¬

sitional study (No.l). He never really succeeds in investing the figure

of the blindman with quite the same spirit that he has here - he tends

to become rather wooden in later studies.

Two of the three Courtauld studies of the nudes (Nos.p and 6) show

them, as it were, in mirror-image, running from right to left, rather

than from left to right. In No.5 the figure of the woman is just dis¬

cernible who, in the painting, sits on the stairs, holding a baby. In

No.6 the nudes are set against the background of the stairs themselves.

This suggests that Wilkie may, at one time, have thought of switching the

whole composition round, with the blindman on the left-hand side. He

was, at any rate, obviously keen to explore all possibilities.
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It is the Yale study (No.7a) which is, perhaps, the key to this

group, for it reveals how Wilkie intended to fit the nudes into the

overall design. The foreground figure has been made more compact,

bringing his right leg in, so that the diagonal coming down from the

nudes, along the line of their legs which are foremost, terminates at

his knee. (The slope of his back, as of those of the nudes, leads up

again to the blindman.) His right arm is also brought forward and it

will now overlap the right-hand side of the composition. He thus adopts

exactly the position which he has in the painting, another indication

that the grouping of the nudes came after that with the cat or dog. The

chair behind the nudes is a throwback to the early compositional study

(No.l), at the very left of which is a boy spreadeagled across a fallen

chair, a motif taken up and expanded upon in subsequent studies and in

the painting itself.

The last group of six studies (Nos.3e, 7b, 8, 10 ana 11) I have

put together because they all include the man and two women who eventu¬

ally form the nucleus of the left-hand side and, as such, they are

closest of any of the studies to the final composition. The three nudes,

running across the picture space, have been replaced by three figures

whose movements cut into it, in diverse directions. The relations bet¬

ween them are now so intricate that they give the impression, almost, of

being tangled together. Indeed, it is only by looking to the Tate sketch

(No.12), or the painting, that we can read the arrangement clearly. To

this group is added the boy seen in both the early compositional study

(No.l) and in the 'early' Scottish National Gallery ones (Nos.2 and 3b).

Next to him is the boy who has fallen across an upturned chair. The

scene is completed by a boy on the far side, who clasps his shin, obvi¬

ously a casualty of the fun and games.
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It seems virtually an impossible task to place these studies in

any kind of chronological order, though we might conjecture, at least,

that No.8 came before the rest, for the configuration of the two small

boys and the chair appears not yet to have been worked out : though

this is one of the most difficult studies to read, owing to the furious

scribbling to which V.ilkie resorts on the left-hand side. As an example

of the problems involved in ordering the studies, note how, in two of

them (Nos.7b and 8) the woman behind the principal one is seen slightly

to the right of her, whereas, in the other four, she is clearly to the

left, as in the painting. This might be taken to imply that Nos.7b and

8 are from an early stage in the development of the design. However, in

the Yale study (No.7b) the boy on the extreme left adopts a position

closer to that of the painting than in No.9, which we have just assumed

came later. Of course it could be that Wilkie's original idea was to

have the boy looking out of the painting and that he then tried him

looking inwards, towards the blindman, but decided against this and

reverted to his first thought. Or, that the boy on the left was added

to the Yale study (No.7b) at some later stage, though neither of these

possibilities seem very likely, "what can be said is that, in his final

position, the boy forms the beginning of a wave of movement which takes

us across the picture space to the blindman. The slope of his back, his

right hand, his raised leg, all follow the line of a diagonal which con¬

tinues down to the floor, up to the figure of the woman, down to the

foreground figure, etc. In No.9 the movement is contained and restricted

by the slope of his back and, facing inwards, he shuts us out, whereas,

facing outwards, as in the painting, he engages our attention and so

draws us into the action.
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Despite his having settled upon the basic constituents of the

design, by means of these manifold studies, Wilkie evidently continued

to make small changes when painting the Tate sketch (No.12), and the

final work, as can be seen by comparing these to the Nottingham study

(No.ll). Reference has already been made to the figure in the window,

at the back of the room, but note also the difference in the back of

the upturned chair; in the shape of the bench on the right-hand side;

the clothing of the foreground figure (who, in the Nottingham study has

no jacket); and of the blindman (who, in the painting, has his jacket

undone). The two background figures, on the left of the fireplace in

the Nottingham study, are replaced by three children, one holding a

broom; the figure, dimly visible on the chair by the stairs, is absent;

and the collie dog, a ubiquitous feature in Wilkie's work, makes its

first appearance only in the finished painting, where it is shown squashed

beneath the boy who tumbles over the chair. There were probably various

reasons for the alterations : to enhance the interest of specific areas,

where he felt this was lacking (e.g. the children with the broom, the

collie dog); to increase the amount of detail, the description of which

was so admired in the works of the Dutch artists (e.g. the bench, the

paraphenalia round the room); to improve the composition, and make it

easier to read (e.g. the upturned chair, with its closed back, the dark

jacket of the foreground figure). The Nottingham study is, however,

interesting on its own account. As in the Scottish National G-allery

compositional study (No.2), Wilkie's use of the pen and ink is meticulous

and controlled though, if anything, his touch is gentler now and less

laboured, probably the result of his increased familiarity with the

medium. Comparison of the studies highlights, too, how little change

took place on the right-hand side; only in the area with the figure

crouching by the bench, which changes from that of a boy to that of a
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girl. Judging from a separate study (No.3f), Wilkie may even have

considered having two figures here at one time.

The pen and ink studies for Blind Man's Buff thus take us up to

Kay 1812 and, presumably, Wilkie spent the rest of the year bringing

the painting to what he considered to be a state of completion, as

indicated by the following quotation from Farington:

'March 28 (1813). - J- Lane (artist) called. He
was last night at Kensington at Wilkie's lodg¬
ings ... Lane said Wilkie was finishing His pic¬
ture of 'Blindman's Buff1 for the Prince of
Wales. About three months ago Wilkie considered
the picture to be in a finished state but had the
mortification to find that those who saw it did
not appear to be much struck with it.'25

The reason why the painting was not well received at that time, i.e.

round about December 1812, is especially important so far as the present

discussion is concerned. The quotation from Farington continues:

'The fact was that Wilkie had painted his picture
without having models to sit for Him, & consequently
there was not in it that truth which was seen in
some of His former pictures. In consequence He
sought for models and went to work again upon the
picture <& has greatly improved it.
Lane said that a considerable time since at Lord
de Dunstanvilles where Wilkie & Lane dined with
his Lordship, Wilkie insisted much that models
were not necessary, and brought Lord D. to the
same way of thinking. Lane, however, contended
against Wilkie's opinion who has now been obliged
to acknowledge His error.'^6

If this account is correct, as it seems to be, it points to a tremendous

departure, on Wilkie's part, from his normal practice. The importance

of studying from life had been impressed upon him by John Graham, who was

Master of the Trustees' Academy, Edinburgh, during Wilkie's time there.

Graham had discouraged his students from copying prints or drawings,
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urging them, instead, to draw from Nature or from the Antique. Since

life-drawing had not yet been introduced at the Academy, Wilkie used

himself as a model, 'copying from his own hands and face in a mirror;

thus, as it were, engrafting the great principles of the antique on

27
the basis of nature'. Nor did Graham's influence wane once Wilkie

left Scotland. Soon after his arrival in London, Graham wrote to him:

'In London you cannot be at a loss to obtain
figures of any country or character you may
require; I therefore would advise you never to
paint on your principal work without you have
nature before you. It is not literally meant
by this, that you shall exactly copy the model;
but it will be a great help to diversify your
works, and prevent that sameness which you will
observe in the productions of several great
masters.'^8

That Wilkie followed this advice is amply demonstrated not only by the

number of extant drawings which are obviously taken from life, but also

by reading his journal entries, his letters, and the accounts given by

his friends and fellow artists. He was in the habit not only of making

life studies, in chalk, whilst in the process of working on his paintings,

but also of painting directly from the model. So it could reasonably be

expected that he would have been working in this way during the latter

half of 1812, if not before, and that the chalk hand studies for Blind

Kan's Buff would date from that time. However, since it appears that he

was not then using models, these studies were most probably executed late

in 1812 or early in 1813.

It is Haydon who provides us with an explanation for Wilkie's some¬

what extraordinary behaviour. He writes that 'Wilkie, who was always

pursuing some ignis fatuus, began to get into his head that he painted

too slowly, and that the old masters never used models. This is actually

a fact, and he came to me to preach this absurd doctrine when he was
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painting Blind Kan's Buff'. Wilkie had always worried about paint¬

ing too slowly, though, and it was a problem that was only really

solved for him during and after his period abroad (1825-1828). So it

sounds more as if this was simply a way of justifying to Haydon, and

to himself, his adoption of such an 'absurd doctrine'. ^ The real

cause, perhaps, for his coming to think this way seems to have been an

opinion that he had heard expressed, that Thomas Stothard was 'more

perfect than Teniers' and, Wilkie said to Haydon, 'Stothard used no

models'.^ Wilkie was always open to the advice and criticism of his

friends and acquaintances and was obviously interested to hear their

views on particular artists and paintings. What is surprising is that

he should have taken this one belief so much to heart, to such an extent

32
that his views on Art were, in Haydon's words, 'completely altered',

albeit temporarily. Haydon wrote to him 'in admonition', reminding him

of the dangers of such a practice:

'You talk of being ruined if you do not paint
quicker. No. You will be ruined if you do not
paint well; if you neglect nature, and paint
like all mannerists from recollection; you will
be ruined if you neglect to survey both nature
and Art, as you used to do; ...'33

He says that it was he and Seguier (whose judgment was much respected

by both Haydon and Wilkie) who 'succeeded in inducing him to paint from

34
models again'. From the entry in Farington's diary above-mentioned,

however, it seems clear that this reversion to his former practice was

probably chiefly the result of the criticisms levelled at the painting,

at the end of 1812.

There is a remark in a review of Wilkie's exhibition at Pall Mall,

in The Examiner of 24 May, 1812, which should be mentioned with respect

to this question of models. The author would have been Robert Hunt,
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brother of Leigh and John Hunt, v.ho had started the paper in 1808.

'Writing of the unfinished painting of Blind Han's Buff, he says:

'The young man advancing in the middle of the
scene is a portrait of the able Artist Mr.
Mulready.'35

Wilkie was well acquainted with the Hunt brothers, especially Leigh, so

we have every reason to believe that this assertion is correct. More¬

over, we know that Mulready sat for the head of Luncan Gray, in Wilkie's

painting of that subject, and there are drawings of him, by Wilkie,

recorded in sale catalogues, so it would not be at all unreasonable to

suppose that he might have been used as a model for Blind Man's Buff.

How, then, can this be reconciled with the above claims that Wilkie had

abandoned the use of models, whilst painting this picture?

Perhaps, in general, he had, and this was just an exception. Nor¬

mally, it was for the heads and hands of his figures that he had recourse

to models, and there is certainly nothing in the expressions of the

figures in the Tate sketch (No.12) which would lead us to think that

they had been painted from life. Indeed, the face of the boy who has

fallen over the chair, and that of the blindman, are singularly lacking

in detail. Even supposing that this may be due to the fact that this is

only a sketch, on turning to the painting, it is apparent how changed

are some of the expressions. (I am thinking here particularly of the

figure whose face is just below the blindman's left hand.) In some cases

too, there is evidence to suggest that they have been reworked. (Most

obviously, the head of the woman on the left of the group of lovers.)

It seems to me that these points bear out the truth of Haydon's and

Farington's accounts, even given that the figure advancing might have

been, and probably was, modelled on Mulready.
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The quality of the chalk hand studies is quite exceptional.

Wilkie has concentrated mainly on the right hands of the blindman,

and of the slightly balding man immediately behind him, on the bench,

since these are sharply foreshortened, and would have provided a con¬

siderable test for his ability as a draughtsman; yet it was one with

which he showed himself to be eminently capable of dealing. Looking

at them, I suppose that it is possible that he could have resorted to

his early habit of drawing from himself, with the aid of a mirror,

though it is unlikely that he would have done so in the case of the

study of the man's hands, clasping the head of the girl in the mob cap

(No.15). Wilkie produced a large number of hand studies throughout his

career, and the reason for this may lie in the training he received at

the Trustees' Academy. John Burnet, a fellow-student there, tells how

they '... were always lectured on the necessity of paying the greatest

attention to the hands. (John) (Jraham used to remind us that Michael-

angelo was great in defining the extremities'With this remark in

mind, if we look again at the study for the man's hands, clasping the

girl's head (No.15), and especially at the description of the right hand,

it does seem to bear some comparison with Michaelangelo's study for the

hand of Adam (British Museum).
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III : Sir David Baird Discovering The Body Of Tippoo Sahib

The Event"^"

With the storming of Seringapatam came the ending of the Mysore

Wars. The British had first taken up arms against Hyder Aly, ruler of

Mysore, a state in the south-west of India, in 1767 when it became

clear that he was ambitious to extend his territory to the east, into

the Carnatic, 'the great principality stretching down the eastern side
2

of peninsular India in which Madras was situated', Madras being then

under British rule. In 1769 the British were virtually forced to nego¬

tiate a treaty with Hyder, who had managed to advance almost to Madras

itself. According to part of this treaty, if either party were subjec¬

ted to attack by its enemies, the other was pledged to lend aid and

assistance. Not long after this agreement had been made, Hyder found

himself at war with the Mahrattas, and consequently applied for support

to the Madras Government - but it was not forthcoming, for the Government

feared that this would then lead them also into war with the Mahrattas.

Not surprisingly, Hyder turned against the British, who he now saw as

his faithless allies, and it is this lack of action on their part which

seems to have provoked his thirst for revenge. He turned next for help

to the French (to whose power in Southern India the British had effec¬

tively put an end, with the capture of Pondicherry in 1761). They

willingly provided him with arms and ammunition. Some of their officers,

too, were allowed to help train and organise his armies, and before long

he was able to make a favourable treaty with the Mahrattas.

Baird's involvement in these events came in 1780, during the Second

Mysore War (1780-1784). Hyder continued to harass the British and, at

the end of July 1730, his cavalry were within only nine miles of Madras.
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Sir Hector Munro, the British Commander-in-Chief, anxious to gather

together his forces, sent a dispatch to Colonel Baillie, who was then

in the Northern Circar, to the north, with three to four thousand men.

Baillie was to join Munro at the Mount of Madras, an order which was

subsequently altered to Conjeveram. On the way, however, the troops

were attacked, though unsuccessfully, by a detachment of Hyder's army,

led by his son, Tippoo Sahib. Learning of this attack, Uunro sent

reinforcements to Baillie, under the command of Colonel Fletcher, which

included the flank companies of the 73rd, under Baird's command. They

reached Baillie and his men without mishap, only to be attacked whilst

returning, at Ferambaukum, by a massive enemy force. The loss of great

numbers of his men and ammunition persuaded Baillie to signal for a

truce. The British laid down their weapons, and no sooner had they

done so than the enemy cavalry, commanded by Tippoo, fell upon them and

many were massacred. As luck would have it, Baird survived this

onslaught, despite being seriously wounded, and eventually found his

way, with a few others, to the French camp, believing that they would

fare better as prisoners of the French than of Hyder. Yet the French

had orders to give them over to Hyder, which they did, and Baird and

his companions were duly marched to Seringapatam, where they were

imprisoned until the end of the war, in March 1784.

Hyder Aly died in 1782, so that the Third and Fourth Mysore Wars

(1790-1792 and 1798-1799) were fought against his son, Tippoo Sahib.

Baird had left India for home in 1787, hut returned in June 1791, in

time to take part in the action. Under Lord Cornwallis the army had

captured Bangalore, and they now went on to take the hill-forts which

threatened their supply lines, before advancing on Seringapatam, which

they reached in February 1792. Here a treaty was drawn up with Tippoo,
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under which two of his sons were taken as hostages, to be held until

such time as he had fulfilled its conditions. (They were to remain

in Madras until 27 February, 1794.) The Fourth and final war against

Tippoo began soon after the arrival of Lord Mornington^ as Governor-

General of Fort William (now known as Calcutta) in December 1793*

Tippoo was an ever-present threat. In June of that year Monsieur

Malartic, Governor-General of Mauritius (then under French rule) had

published a proclamation welcoming Tippoo's proposals for an alliance

with France, and asking for volunteers to serve in Tippoo's forces, to

expel the British from India. Though this met with little response, it

was, to the British, a clear statement of Tippoo's intentions towards

them. Moreover, they feared renewed French interference, so far as

their position in India was concerned.

Thus the British marched forward, once again, to Seringapatam, and

on 3 May, 1799> had made a sufficient breach to be able to proceed with

the attack. Baird volunteered to lead the forces, and on 4 May two

columns of men stormed the fortress. Having climbed the breach, one

column took the southern ramparts, and one the northern. Baird, with

the former of these, encountered little opposition. The other column,

however, found the northern ramparts well defended, for it was here, it

later transpired, that Tippoo Sahib was positioned. Nevertheless, they

managed to overcome the enemy and to rendezvous successfully with their

opposite number at the eastern side. Baird then sent forward Major

Allan to the palace with a flag of truce, to offer protection to Tippoo

and all his men, on their immediate and unconditional surrender. Having

been admitted, Allan was brought before two of Tippoo's sons, who vowed

they knew nothing of Tippoo's whereabouts, that he was not, as had been

supposed, in the palace. Allan informed Baird of this, and also of the
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wish of the two princes to surrender. This was granted and they were

duly escorted out of the fort to the British camp. Baird began to

search the palace, with the exception of the zenana, where the women

were secluded, and round which he placed a guard. Tippoo was nowhere

to be seen but, on threatening one of his men, they learnt that he had

indeed been killed, escaping through a gateway in the north face of

the fort. '... (W)e accordingly proceeded thither, and, under a

slaughtered heap of several hundreds ... had the pleasure to discover

the body of the sultaun. He had been shot through the head and body,

and was quite dead. I caused him to be immediately put into a palanquin

and conveyed to the palace, where the body was identified by some of the

principal men who had fallen into our hands, and by two of the eunuchs

belonging to his haram.'^"

When exhibiting his painting of Sir David Baird discovering the

body of Sultaun Tippoo Saib, after having captured Seringapatam, on the

4th of Hay, 1799, a"t the Royal Academy in 1339, Wilkie accompanied its

entry in the catalogue with the following description:

'The division of the besieging army destined for
the assault, which Ha jor-G-enerai Baird had volun¬
teered to command, having become masters of this
important fortress, the fall of which involved the
ultimate settlement of the British power in India,
still General Baird considered the victory incom¬
plete until the personal fate of Tippoo could be
ascertained.

"About dusk General Baird, in consequence of
information he had received at the Palace, came
with lights to the gate, accompanied by the late
Killadar of the Fort, and others, to search for
the body of the Sultaun; ana after much labour
it was found, and brought from under a heap of
slain to the inside of the gate. The countenance
was in no way distorted; but had an expression
of stern composure. His turban, jacket, and sword-
belt were gone; but the body was recognized by
some of his people who were there to be the
Sultaun." - Theodore Hook
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General Baird, who is standing in the gateway
under which Tippoo received his death wound, is
supposed to be giving orders that the body
should be carried to the Palace; and below his
feet, in the parapet wall, is a grating here
introduced as giving light to the dungeon in
which he had been for nearly four years immured
by Hyder Ally and his son, the same Tippoo
Sultaun, who, by a remarkable dispensation of
Providence, he now finds prostrate at his feet,-
bereft of his crown, his kingdom and his life.'

Theodore Hook had been commissioned by Lady Baird, after her hus¬

band's death, to write his biography, and this was published in 1832.

The section which Wilkie takes directly from Hook (I, p.218) is actually

part of an account which is said to have been given by the Killadar

(Commandant) of the fort of Seringapatam, and some of Tippoo's servants.

Comparing it to the extract from Baird's report quoted above, which

recalls the same events, it is clear how much more dramatic and colour¬

ful is this description, ana hence why Wilkie chose it, in preference to

Baird's own.

The Third Mysore War had produced a spate of 'Hostage paintings',

by British artists, both in England and in India, depicting Tippoo's two

young sons 'leaving the zenana', being received as hostages by Lord

Cornwallis, and delivering the treaty of peace to him.^ Similarly, after

Baird's glorious victory on 4 May, 1799, there was apparently a kind of

competitive zeal amongst artists and engravers to produce illustrations

of the events."'' A favourite subject was the battle scene, The Storming

of Seringapatam, and undoubtedly it was the famous panorama of this, by

Sir Robert Ker Porter, which must have stolen the limelight. It would

have been an impressive sight '... 120 feet long covering 2,550 square

feet of canvas ... It was said to have been painted in six weeks and was

put on show at the Lyceum in the Strand on a curved screen. It was

accompanied by a key and explanatory literature and admission from
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9.00 a.m. to dusk cost one shilling'. This painting of clSOl was

eventually destroyed by fire, though three engravings were made, by

Oiovanni Vendramini, after a smaller version of it, and were published

between January 1802 and January 1803. In the sale of 3 fay, 1842, of

V.'ilkie's effects is listed under engravings, lot 118 'Storming of

Seringapatam by Vendramini (3)'« If is almost certainly Ker Porter's

example which Wilkie was following in what is, perhaps, the earliest

study resulting from his commission from Lady Baird (No.l) which is,

moreover, the only one to depict the assault on Seringapatam. The study

has most affinity to the engraving after the central portion of Ker

Porter's canvas. Baird stands up in the middle of the scene, brandish¬

ing his sword, a maelstrom of fighting and activity going on round him.

Yvilkie has placed Baird in a similarly central position, though his sword

in his right hand is raised across his body to his left, rather than to

his right. He is the only figure who can properly be made out. The rest

are roughly indicated, almost lost in the maze of whirling lines. The

study is quite exceptional for the feeling of movement and commotion it

conveys. Perhaps this is largely because it is more an impression of

the scene, giving glimpses here and there of figures scaling ladders,

holding shields and rifles, etc. than a detailed description of it.

Other paintings of the battle scene were made by Thomas Stothard and

Henry Singleton. An engraving after Stothard's was published in August

1800, and one after Singleton's sometime between 1801 and 1802. I have

found nothing to suggest that either of these had any influence on

9Jilkie's work.

Another popular scene was the finding of the body of Tippoo Sahib. ^
Ker Porter also tackled this, and an engraving after his painting of

cl300 was published in August 1800, which it is entirely possible that
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Wilkie might have known.^ It shows a British soldier, holding aloft

a flaming torch in his right hand, throwing light upon the gloomy

scene, whilst holding the lifeless hand of Tippoo in his left. Several

soldiers are grouped round, and an Indian (probably the one who lead

them to the spot), their eyes fixed upon the fallen ruler. Baird(?)

sits with Tippoo's head on his knee and appears, by the position of his

right hand, to be ordering his men to remove the body to the palace.

Mildred Archer believes that this painting encouraged Aurthur William
12

Devis to take up the subject also. Devis had worked in India for just

over ten years and while there had produced a painting of Lord

Cornwallis receiving Tippoo's sons, having had the opportunity to study

his subjects from life. He returned to England in July 1795 ana started

on Major-&eneral David Baird discovering the body of Tipu Sultan in

1799-^ He produced two versions which, according to Archer, are '...

almost identical in composition, the only significant difference being
14

that one is horizontal and the other vertical*. As in Ker Porter's

work, a small number of soldiers and Indians are clustered round the body

of Tippoo Sahib. The figure which I take to be Baird (and here I am at

odds with Archer) stands on the right, his right arm raised, again, as

if giving the order for the body to be taken away. In the background

are the arches of the gateway under which Tippoo fell. Archer is surely

right in her suggestion that '... because of his own knowledge of India

(Devis) was able to endow the paintings with solemn gravity and convey

15
a far more realistic impression of what in fact had occurred'. It is

difficult to know whether or not Vv'ilkie might have seen Devis' work.

The paintings became the property of John Biddulph of Ledbury, who was

Devis' benefactor and who took a special interest in his Indian work.

They were not engraved. Devis died in 1822 and Biddulph not until 1845-
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Comparing these works by Levis and Ker Porter with Yrilkie's own,

we might speculate as to what Y.ilkie could have gleaned from them :

possibly the idea of the figure linking Tippoo and Baird (from Levis),

or of lighting the scene by means of flaming torches (from Ker Porter).

However, more importantly, I think they demonstrate how different they

are in kind from Ytilkie' s work. That is to say, Ker Porter and Levis

were concerned primarily with illustrating an historical event. Yv'ilkie,

on the other hand, was painting a posthumous tribute to Baird himself,

to celebrate his victory. Levis' painting, for example, the title of

which specifically refers to Baird, leaves open to question, as 1 have

already suggested, quite which figure he is supposed to be. For Y/ilkie,

though, the portrayal of Baird was paramount, and hence no such confusion

could arise.

The Commission

Y/ilkie visited Lady Baird at her estate of Fern Tower, Perthshire,

at the end of August 1334, and spent probably about ten days with her.

Cunningham includes two letters written by him at this time, one from

Fern Tower to his sister Helen, and one from Edinburgh (dated after the

visit) to his brother Thomas. In neither of these does he mention

the proposed painting of Sir Lavid Baird. It has readily been assumed,

however, that this is when he received the commission for the work. I

would suggest, rather, that Lady Baird may have approached him earlier

on that year and that he went to Scotland for the purpose of working out

some of his ideas, and coming to some agreement with her as to the form

which the painting should take. Perhaps he obtained the Vendramini

engravings prior to his visit, in order to get the flavour of the sub¬

ject, and that was when he made the study of the battle scene (No.l).
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The decision to concentrate instead upon Baird's discovering

the body of Tippoo may well have been made when he was in Scotland,

and there are two obvious reasons for such a choice. As has been said,

Lady 3aird had already commissioned a biography of her late husband and,

on 4 fay, 1332 (the anniversary of the day on which 3aira stormed

Seringapatam), the foundation stone was laid of an obelisk which she

had built in the grounds of the estate of Fern Tower, to consecrate his

memory.No doubt what she required of Wilkie was a commemorative por¬

trait. How much more fitting, then, to depict Baird at his moment of

triumph, rather than in the midst of the battle, when victory had still

to be won.

7/ilkie himself must have been more than happy to fall in with his

patron's wishes, for he was evidently excited by the artistic possibili¬

ties of the subject. In a memorandum which Cunningham tells us was left

among his papers when he died, Wilkie wrote:

'In considering the taking of Seringapatam as a
subject for art, one of its greatest recommenda¬
tions I conceive to be, the bringing the leaders
of each side in the moment of victory, to the same
spot. For this contact of characters dramatic
writers have violated history. Schiller, in
bringing Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth into the
same scene, and Shakespeare in bringing Richard
the Third and Richmond into the same combat -

events, however, much desired for effect, yet of
the most rare occurence. Caesar is said to have

wept at the death of Pompey, but was not present,
and knew it only by report. The Duke of
Wellington overcame Napolean, but probably never
saw him and in a work of art could not be intro¬
duced into the same composition.'18

Moreover, in his letter of 29 December, 1334, he wrote to Lady Baird:

'In all I proceed in the more I am satisfied with
the subject - a subject furnishing every thing
required for a work of art.'19
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As if to echo Wilkie's view, a critic writing a review of the painting

when it was exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1839, commented:

the circumstance which gives, perhaps, the
greatest interest to this picture, will be found
in the concluding part of the quotation, by which
it appears that with the victor and the vanquished
the wheel of fortune has come full circle. Such
an incident is of itself sufficient to call forth
the powers of the artist to embody the fact.'20

The commission took Wilkie three and a half to four years to com¬

plete, of which only about two were spent actually painting the canvas

itself - a quite remarkable feat, considering the number of other paint-
21

ings which he produced during the same period, and also the immense

scale on which he was working. Indeed, he confessed to '... a sort of
22

exultation in the effect produced by the size of the picture' . He had

hoped to have finished it during the spring of I838 but, owing to the

unexpected commitment of having to produce The First Council of Queen

Victoria (Royal Collection) in time for the 1838 Royal Academy exhibi-
23

tion, he was unable to do so. It was 'all painted in', however, by

August of that year. Cn 14 November, 1833, Wilkie wrote to Lady Baird

to ask if he might add six inches to the height of the painting (three

inches each to the top and bottom) and six inches to its width (three

inches on either side). There had obviously been some previous discus¬

sion or correspondence about this, as he begins his letter:

'The drawing-room at Fern Tower, it appears, is
fourteen feet nine inches high. This, though
limited, will still admit the addition to the
height of the picture we want.'24

The reason for Wilkie's proposal was that he felt the extra inches would

'... serve to give the figures a little more quiet space all round the

edge of the picture', which could be '... filled with very little
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work ... without additional objects'. The enlargement could be

effected '... without seam or joining', for there was '... canvas to

25
spare ... turned in behind the picture'. By 14 December, I838, with

Lady Baird's consent, a new straining frame had been made and the can¬

vas had been extended upon it, '... giving six inches additional height,

and five inches more width', the effect of which, 7/ilkie wrote, '...
26

goes even beyond my own expectation'. The only evidence apparent now

of these alterations in size is a line along the width of the canvas,

about three inches up from the bottom, which does suggest that it has

been unfolded at that point. The overall height also precisely accords

"with the measurement that 'tVilkie quoted, ' (t)he picture is now eleven
27

feet six inches in height'. It is eight feet nine and a half inches

in width.

Wilkie exhibited Sir David Baird discovering the body of Tippoo

Sahib at the Royal Academy in 1839• As with Blind Man's Buff, it was

'placed in the chief centre, that is over the President's chair in the
28

Great Room', though it did not receive the same warm reception from

"(Vilkie's fellow Academicians, nor the same glowing reviews from the

critics. His travels abroad (1825-1828) had precipitated the development

of his style, as a painter, ana many were those who regretted this. They

would have washed him to continue producing works illustrating 'the

amenity of humble life, dashed with a proper proportion of comic pleas-

29
antry', and painted with all the precise detailing and finish of an

Ostade or a Teniers. However, Wilkie had indicated the change in direc¬

tion which his art was to take, even in the early 1820's, with his oil

sketch of Knox Preaching (cl822)(National Trust, Petworth House). Stylis¬

tically, one would place this with his work of the 1830's, so radically

different is it from the major paintings dating from the first half of
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his career (for example, The Penny Wedding (R.A. 1819)(Royal Collec¬

tion, Buckingham Palace), The Reading of the Will, or The Chelsea

Pensioners). Here is the depth of tone, the spectacular effects of

light, the flowing, easy brushwork which we find in the Baird.

Yet all this was not to the public's taste, nor to that of other

artists. "Alien the Baird was hung at the Academy, Wilkie wrote:

those around me cry out for more light, I
only wish I could have more shadow.'30

The critics damned the painting in almost every respect. The Examiner,

for example, found fault with Wilkie's handling, which '... displays an

occasional feebleness and indecision, which greatly detract from the

effect of his merits'.They refer to the 'timidity and apprehensive

32indeterminateness' of his style. Bell's New Weekly Messenger simply

calls it '... a bad picture : it is not only all of one colour, but it

33
has no perspective, no grandeur of arrangement'. Part of the criti¬

cisms may have arisen from the fact that in the Baird portraiture and

history painting are combined, creating a kind of ambiguity which was

not found acceptable, for it is notable that the painting was judged

only on its merits as a history piece. In The Examiner of 2 June, 1839>

for example, we read, '... Sir David wilkie has three portraits in the

Exhibition, for we suppose that we must not compromise within this

unpretending designation the ambitious commemmoration of the triumph of
34

G-eneral Baird ...'. Views have been modified somewhat over the years,

and the painting is now recognised to be '... an impressive monument

both to a phase of British history and the artist's felicitous
7C

invention', '... a magnificent conception'.
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Notes on Chapter III

1. In compiling this section I have relied almost wholly on the
accounts given by Archer and Hook.

2. Archer, p.37.

3. Afterwards Marquis Yi'ellesley, ana brother of the first Luke of
Wellington, then Colonel vVeilesley.

4. Hook I, p.232. Extract from report which Baird sent to General
Harris, Commander-in-Chief of the army, 6 May, 1799-

5. Graves IV, pp.273-274.

6. See Archer, pp.260-265, 268, 279, 299-302, 308-311 and 420-426.

7. See Archer, p.426.

8. Archer, p.427.

9. Thomas Stothard produced three paintings at this time:

(i) The Storming of Seringapatam 4 May, 1799- Engraved by S. Yr.
Reynolds, published by John Jeffreys in August 1800.

(ii) The hostage princes leaving the zenana. Engraved by C.
Turner, published by James Daniell in August 1300. (illus¬
trated Archer, p.426, plate 337-)

(iii) Colonel Wellesley storming the tope(grove) outside
Seringapatam, 6 April, 1799* Apparently not engraved.

Henry Singleton produced four:

(i) The assault and taking of Seringapatam. (illustrated Archer,
p.430, plate 342.)

(ii) The last effort and fall of Tippoo Sultaun. (Engraving
illustrated Archer, p.432, plate 344.)

(iii) The body of Tippoo Suitaun recognised by his family. (Engra-
ving illustrated Archer,p.433> plate 345.)

(iv) The surrender of the two sons of Tippoo Sultaun to Sir David
Baird. (Oil sketch illustrated Archer, p.431,plate 343•)

Singleton's works were engraved by Laminet, 3. Rogers, L. and N.
Schiavonetti ana Anthony Cardon, and prints were published in
various editions between 1801 and 1802, in England, France and
Germany.

10. 3esiaes the two paintings discussed in the text (by Levis and Ker
Porter), there were also two unfinished oil sketches for 'finding
the body of Tipoo Sultaun' catalogued in the sale of Zoffany's
work and effects, of May 1811 (see Archer, p.177).
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11. Illustrated Archer, p.429, plate 340.

12. Archer, p.266.

13. Illustrated Archer, p.267, plate I89 (the horizontal version).

14. Archer, p.266.

15. Ibid., p.433-

16. Cunningham III, pp.86-89.

17. Hook II, pp.373-374.

18. Cunningham III, p.266.

19. Ibid., p.92.

20. The Literary Cazette, 11 May, 1839, p.298.

21. Wilkie exhibited a total of 29 works at the Royal A-cademy between
the years 1835 and 1839 inclusive, not counting the Baird.

22. Cunningham III, p.98.

23. Ibid., p.254.

2A. Ibid., p.257.

25. Ibid., p.238.

26. Ibid., p.260.

27. Ibid., p.260. An examination of the painting revealed that the
canvas had been relined, at some stage, which has resulted in the
lumps of impasto having become flattened and smoothed out. Some
of Wilkie's paintings of the 1830's have suffered badly from his
generous use of asphaltum (for example, the Entrance of G-eorge IV
at Holyrood House (R.A. I830)(Royal Collection)).The deteriora-
tion in the Baird, however, is not such as to spoil the overall
effect of the work, which remains quite startlingly brilliant, not
only in terms of the way in which it is painted, but also in terms
of its success as a composition.

28. Cunningham III, p.263-

29. Cunningham I, p.343*

30. Cunningham III, p.263.

31. The Examiner, 30 June, 1839, p.407.

32. Ibid., p.407.

33- Bell's New Weekly Messenger, 19 May, 1839-
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34. The Examiner, 2 June, 1839, P»343«

35- Woodward, p.7»

36. Brown, p.14.
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IV : Sir David Baird Discovering The Body Of Tippoo

Sahib - The Studies And Sketches

For the purposes of this discussion, I will look first at those

studies which can loosely be termed as compositional, then at those for

the figure of Baird himself and, finally, at those for subsidiary or

background figures. This is not to say, of course, that this is the

order in which the studies were made. Obviously, too, there will be

occasions on which understanding of one particular group may be enhanced

by consideration of a study from another.

The compositional studies, with the exception of the one above-

mentioned (No.l), all centre round the bringing together of Baird and

Tippoo. Only two are inscribed : No.6 - signed 'B. Wilkie', and No.30 -

signed and dated 'D. Y/ilkie f. Delin. (or 'Eain.') 1834'. The principal

method of dating them is by means of a fairly lengthy correspondence from

Y.'ilkie to his patron, cited in Cunningham. In the first of these letters,

dated 29 December, 1834, he wrote:

'The drawings I am proceeding with, trying changes
and re-arrangements in the details of the groups,
or, what is more the case, trying to give form
and shape to what in the first sketch was vague
and confused.'1

This 'first sketch' is referred to again in a letter of 7 August, 1835:

'With the principal figure, Sir David Baird, I
have tried some deviations from the original
sketch : as the moving principle of all that
surrounds him, I have been giving more anima¬
tion and command to his figure.'2

Wilkie expands upon this in a further letter of 15 October, 1835:

'I have given to the figure of Sir David Baird
more movement and command than there was in the
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first sketch, and more action to those around
him, as if he were about to order the body to
be removed to the palace.'3

He then relates how he had obtained the consent of three Hindoo cavalry

soldiers, to sit for him, desiring them to be grouped, one as

Tippoo, reclining with his head supported by one of his lieutenants,

and his hand held by the other, with his finger on his pulse, to know
4if he were alive or dead'. Yet, once the soldiers realised Wilkie's

purpose, that one of them was to represent Tippoo Sahib, they immedi-
5

ately refused to carry on. This had happened in the spring of 1835,

by which time Wilkie had obviously decided upon the grouping of Tippoo

and his lieutenants.

Judging from the above remarks, about the way in which Baird and

Tippoo were to be presented, I would date studies Nos.2a, 2b, 3, 4 and

5 to 1834-1335, and Nos.2b(verso), 2c, 6, 7a, 7c, 7d, 7e, 8, 9, 10, H

and 12 to 1835-1836. By I836 it appears that Wilkie had decided upon

the form the compositions was to take. Note, for example, how even those

studies closest to the finished painting include the hounds, at Baird's

feet, which we know were removed probably in July I836. Wilkie wrote to

Lady Baird, 29 July, I836, 'I have taken the two dogs out of the picture,

as your Ladyship is pleased to request'.^ Lady Baird had objected to the

hounds, since it had been suggested to her that '... the admission of

dogs into the picture is offering a sort of disrespect to a fallen enemy'."''
They were replaced, eventually, by a figure of a drummer boy, perhaps

towards the end of 1837, as one of the studies for it (No.26) is
_

inscribed by Wilkie 'Novb 1837'• This study shows the boy placed bet¬

ween the line of the left arm of the figure holding a lantern, and that

of Baird's right leg, precisely where one of the hounds had been. His

drumsticks are in his right hand and his drum upon his back, and he
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looks towards the right. In the pen and ink study for this figure

(No.7b) and in the painting, however, he looks down towards Tippoo.

He is inspired no doubt by Velasquez, or Murillo and, as such, bears

comparison with other children in Wilkie's work of the 1330's, for

example, Sancho Panza in the Days of his Youth (R.A. 1835)(Forbes

Magazine Collection), or The Irish Whiskey Still (R.A. 1840)(National

Gallery of Scotland). Another study for this figure is in the collec¬

tion of Lord Grimond (No.36).

Prom direct analysis of the drawings themselves, the following

conclusions can tentatively be drawn, as to how Wilkie's ideas for the

painting developed. Looking first at the small drawings in the

Ashmolean collection and, in particular, the study on the left (No.2a).

This is difficult to place. It appears to show Baird in a cloak, a drum

in front of him, looking down towards Tippoo, the figure of whom cannot

properly be made out. I would conjecture that it is of an early date,

owing to the presence of the cannons on the left, which are not apparent

in other studies, but do appear in the Venaramini engravings, and also,

more generally, to the way in which the scene is set up. Although it is

a study for the whole composition, there is no suggestion of the arch

which is apparent in other studies of this kind. (Compare, for example,

No.2c.) Moreover, apart from the figure of Baird and the figure which
g

is, perhaps, Tippoo, all is 'vague and confused' (letter of 29 December,

1834). The bottom half of the middle study (No.2b) shows Baird, standing

on a platform, or step of some kind, his sword in his right hand, by his

side. He is turned towards Tippoo, who lies facing us, in the corner,

on the right. There are several studies with this same formation (Nos.3,

4 and 5)> In most (Nos.2b(top half), 3 and 4) Baird is seen straight on,

passively looking down at Tippoo. In No.5, however, he is shown
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variously taking his hat off to his enemy; raising his left hand up,

in front of his chest; and, taking his hat off again, though, this

time, with his left leg upon a step in front of him. Looking back to

Wilkie's correspondence with Lady Baird, we read that, during 1835, he

9
was attempting to give more movement and command' to Baird's

fig-are. Perhaps, then, Wilkie originally thought in some detail of

the scene, with Tippoo on the right, a somewhat static and uninspired

grouping, as demonstrated by No.3, in which our attention is drawn more

towards Tippoo than to Baird. In No.5, though, Baird is beginning to

assume more dominance and has, indeed, increased animation.

However, taking up one of the ideas expressed in No.5, he seems to

have progressed from this, by reversing the scene, with Tippoo on the

left and Baird standing now with his right leg raised on the step. There

are five studies with broadly this outline (Nos.2c, 6, 7a, 8 and 9), in

three of which Baird holds his sword across his body, almost in an atti¬

tude of self-defence. Of these, No.2c is perhaps the earliest, not

because it is the most rudimentary but because of the position of the

figure immediately to the left of Baird, whose head is outlined, adjac¬

ent to Baird's elbow. He appears to be looking up at Baird, whilst

pointing with his left arm down to where the body of Tippoo would be,

had Wilkie chosen to describe the scene more fully. This figure is to

become, I believe, the figure with the lantern, which Wilkie uses as a

kind of intermediary between the two leaders. He is a vital component

in the structure of the composition, as well as providing what is, ini¬

tially, the principal source of light, illuminating Tippoo's body from

above and Baird, quite dramatically, from below. He is obviously pres¬

ent in Nos.6 and 7a, which is why I judge No.2c to be the earliest of

the three. In the remaining two studies, Nos.8 and 9, of the five
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referred to above, Baird assumes a more commanding, authoritative

attitude, pointing his sword at Tippoo, though letting the tip of the

blade rest on the step. Thus his right arm and sword follow the

direction of his eyes, in a diagonal, down to the fallen enemy. No.8

is particularly interesting, in that it shows Wilkie trying out both

the former and the latter variations concerning the position of Baird's

sword, though deciding in favour of the latter, and using a dark wash

to emphasize the fact. Note, also, the rough studies of Baird facing

to the right, one of which has been crossed out, in the bottom right

and left-hand corners, a possibility which evidently had been rejected

by this time. No.9 is altogether more detailed. Baird is dressed in a

greatcoat, as in the painting, and the grating of the dungeon in which

he had been imprisoned is now included. It appears from this study,

and from No.6, that Wilkie was beginning, at this stage, to turn his

attention to what he described as '... the Indian part of the picture',"^
that is to say, the bottom left-hand corner. We also see here the first

indications of the soldier just behind Baird, on the left, and of the

figures scaling the ladder in the background, though these are not

nearly as clearly delineated as is the foreground scene.

Nevertheless, one further development was necessary before Wilkie

was to be satisfied with his portrayal of Baird, quite apart from the

other elements of the composition. It appears from No.10 that this

development took place in two stages and consisted, firstly, in altering

the position of Baird's legs, setting them apart slightly, rather than

with one upon a step and, secondly, in depicting him with his left arm

raised in the air rather than resting by his side. This results in a

much more satisfactory arrangement. By adopting a thoroughly stable

and balanced position, Baird at once becomes a more commanding force
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within the picture. Whereas in No.9, for instance, the left-hand side

of his body remained still, the action being all in the right-hand

side, now, in No.11, each side complements the other. His left arm

enhances the diagonal thrust of the composition, leading down to the

body of Tippoo, and also gives substance to an area of the composition

which might otherwise have been devoid of interest.

The compositional studies take us up to CI836, and during this

time Wilkie had also been making separate studies for the figure of

Baird, principally for the purpose of achieving a good likeness. Since

this was a posthumous portrait, he had had to rely on previous portray¬

als of his subject, by other artists and sculptors, and also upon the

advice of Lady Baird herself. With regard to this, it is interesting

to read what Wilkie has to say about portrait painting, in his Remarks

on Painting. He writes that the most difficult people to satisfy are

'... the family and relatives of the person whose portrait has been

painted . ..' , and that the painter should hesitate to obey their judge¬

ment to the full, in the matter of what is like or unlike, since what

they most often desire is simply '... a faithful, uncompromising like¬

ness'. Yet this is, in Wilkie's opinion, '... by no means necessary for

recognition : a too faithful resemblance of the person ill supplies the

impression left by his living image. With defects made palpable to

increase the resemblance, and intelligence invaded by minute detail, a

portrait of this kind compared with what it imitates is dull and heavy,

without motion as it is without life.' He believes the painter should

seek to correct or omit altogether such 'defects' as his subject's

countenance may possess without, however, '... attempting to generalise

it so far as to make it the beau-ideal of the class to which it belongs'.

For a portrait is not painted '... for the family alone ... it requires
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to be adapted, both in conception and execution, for the world at

large; for those who have seen, and those who have not seen, the

original; for his absence, as well as for his presence. But even

to the family it has to recall days when he was unchanged by years,

and to his survivors continue his visible traits of intelligence, which,

without the aid of art, would be lost and forgotten.'"'""'"

Prom the correspondence in Cunningham, we learn that Wilkie had

recourse to two sources in particular, when painting Baird's head.

Raeburn's full-length portrait (Private Collection) and a bust by

Lawrence Macdonald U.S.A. (whereabouts unknown). Moreover, in the sale

of 4 May, 1842, of Wilkie's effects, there are listed two plaster busts
12

of Baird. One must surely have been a cast of the Macdonald bust.

The other may possibly have been a cast of the bust of Baird by Richard

Lucas, exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1836."''^ In his letter of 14

April, 1835, Wilkie wrote to Lady Baird:

'... I could draw in the figure of Sir David Baird
upon the canvas, and with your Ladyship's eye to
direct me, I think a near approach may be made to
a likeness. Indeed Raeburn's portrait, with the
hat on the head, and the eyes looking down, would
be almost exactly what is wanted.'14

Raeburn's portrait shows Baird bare-headed and looking almost straight

out of the canvas, slightly to the right. The work would have been well

familiar to Wilkie, for Raeburn, with whom he had been closely acquain¬

ted, had exhibited it at the Royal Academy in 1814. An engraving of it

also served as the frontispiece to Theodore Hook's Life of 3aird.

On 7 August, 1835, Wilkie reports that the figures have now been

drawn in, with chalk, upon the canvas. No mention is made of the

Raeburn, but he writes that:
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In the likeness, Macdonald's bust will help
me most essentially. The eyes, at such a momenti
can only be turned down to the fallen monarch.'^

Hacdonald exhibited his work at the Royal Academy in 1823, a year before

Baird's death. I have found no information about when it had been com¬

missioned, or by whom. In Jerdan's National Portrait Oallery, published

in 1833, however, there is an engraving of a bust of Baird by J. Thomson,

taken from a drawing by E. U. Eddis. Eddis was '... remarkable for his

pencil portraits, which were of great refinement and beauty'The

drawing in question belonged to Lady Baird and it may have been she who

had commissioned Eddis to make it, quite possibly from the Hacdonald

bust. ^

On 3 October, 1835, Wilkie wrote to Sir William Knighton:

'... Lady Baird's picture also occupies some thought,
but I am at a stand, for want of the bust of Sir
David Baird ...'18

implying, again, that it was the bust from which he was to take the

likeness. Lady Baird visited Wllkie, probably in June or July of I836

(and also in 1837), no doubt to see how his work on the painting pro¬

gressed. He wrote to her on 10 July, I836:

'... I feel most highly gratified by your Ladyship's
approval of the likeness : I have now a most impor¬
tant step to start from.
The portrait by Sir Henry Eaeburn I shall see
returned before the summer is over. It may help me
in finishing, though certainly not in altering, that
which is done.'19

From these remarks one might reasonably conjecture that Lady Baird had

arranged for W'ilkie to be lent the Raeburn portrait, but that this had

only recently come about. That is to say, he would have used the

Kacdonald bust as the basis for the likeness, and the Raeburn only in
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the final stages. The following letter tends, I believe, to lend

credence to this speculation (Wilkie to Lady Baird, 29 July, 1836):

'... Since you left town I have worked at the head
of Sir David Baird, from Raeburn's picture, and I
think have copied all that it can supply. Hav¬
ing your Ladyship's approval, and the favourable
opinion of Sir Willoughby G-ordon and Sir James

Grigor, both of whom think it a most perfectgQ
likeness, I shall now do no more to the head.'

It has frequently been supposed that the likeness of Baird was

founded upon the Kaeburn portrait (no mention being made of the Kacdonald

bust), no doubt because Wilkie's handling of the head, in the finished

work, owes much to Raeburn's painting style. The brushwork appears

smooth, simple and direct. The light falling across the face, as in

Raeburn's portrait, creates blocks of shadow down the side of the nose,

underneath it, and above the eyes. As such, it differs quite markedly

from Wilkie's watercolour study (No.13), and his oil sketch of Baird's

head (No.14). They copy exactly the pose of the Raeburn, though Wilkie

has used much shorter, uneven brushstrokes to model the form. I would

suggest that these works were painted early on in the commission, per¬

haps when Wilkie was staying with Lady Baird in 1834. In view of the

above correspondence, I believe he used the Kacdonald bust to obtain the

physiognomic details - the position of Baird's head in the painting is

even identical to it - and then, 'in finishing', sought to imbibe this

with the spirit of the Kaeburn. I think it probable, too, that this is

when he decided against depicting 3aird with his eyes downwards and,

also, that it was from the Raeburn that he took the idea of the raised

right arm (which, actually, works much better in Wilkie's portrait than

it did in Raeburn's). Wilkie's practice of using two different sources,

in association with one another, in this way, is quite consistent with

his views on portrait painting, quoted above. By so doing, he avoided
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making a slavish imitation of either and, instead, produced an image

which was quite unique.

So much, then, for the likeness of Baird, but what of the rest of

the figure? Lady Baird had evidently recommended to Wilkie a 'drawing

made in Dublin', which he considered he might '... adhere to with
21

advantage, giving, as it does, the idea of a noble figure'. He refers

to it again in his letter of 14 April, 1835, saying that '... the figure
22

may be supplied greatly from (it)'. There is no further description of

this drawing and no hint as to who the artist might be, and I have been

unsuccessful in attempting to find out more about it. Two quite large-

scale studies by Wilkie exist (Nos.15 ana 16), which concentrate on the

intricate details of Baird's dress, which Wilkie '... had made up for

23
the purpose'. He says that Sir James M'&rigor '... bears his testimony

to the entire resemblance; he approves, too, of the dress, which is

24
like that he recollects Sir David wearing in Egypt'. 3oth the studies

show 3aird standing just as he does in the painting. Wilkie decided to

depict him wearing a greatcoat over his tunic, which, he felt, would

'
.. . give amplitude and consequence to the principal and commanding

25
figure'. Lady 3aird, on her visit to London in 1837, had evidently

suggested changing this in favour of a cloak, an idea which Wilkie had

originally tried but discarded, owing to the fact that '... it concealed

the figure, and courted more observation than I supposed the great coat
26

would do*. He agrees to consider it again, however, and to submit his

sketches to her, for his guidance in finishing the picture. Perhaps

No.7e is one such sketch. No.l6 is extremely close to the finished

painting, and could date from the latter half of 1836. Wilkie had com¬

pleted Baird's head by that time, had removed the hounds (conspicuous by

their absence, in this study) and, by 30 January, 1837, the figure of
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27
3aird was entirely painted in'. No.15 is probably a slightly

earlier study, owing to the difference in the details of the tunic.

In his letter to Lady Baird of 18 June, 1837, Wilkie wrote:

'... The subordinate figures and the back-ground
I generally leave till the principal figures are
painted in.'28

Yet not all the studies for those parts of the picture were left until

last. As early on as 14 April, 1835, he writes about procuring models

'... for the native Indians'. '... I have just come from the India

House, where 1 saw four military characters - considered, both in face
29

and dress, perfect for what I want.' After their refusal to sit for

the figures of Tippoo and his lieutenants (for details of which, see

above) two, at least, did agree to be drawn, one 'as one of the Company's

officers' and another, a sword in his hand, '... in the attitude of an

assailant'. This seems only to have been a temporary solution, however,

for Wilkie wrote (15 October, 1835), 1 ... They have now given up coming

altogether'. ^

No.17, a small study in pen and ink, for the heads of the figures

in the background, to the left of the soldier who stands on the left of

Baird, also leads us to think; that Wilkie must have been looking at these

areas of the composition, at a relatively early stage, for I would date

it cl836, or even 1835. It shows the right shoulder of the soldier left

of Baird, two figures in profile, and a third, nearly in full-face, to

the left of him, and a fourth figure, on a level higher than the rest,

holding a smoking lantern, which is suspended from a pole. The eyes of

all four figures are turned to the left. In the painting itself, they

are similarly positioned, though the figure on the extreme left leans

back, holding up a burning torch in his left hand, rather than a lantern.
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Two of these figures appear again, though this time probably drawn

from life, on the right of No.18. Here we see only one figure in pro¬

file, together with the figure which is nearly in full-face. This is

a curious study. On the left, the heads (again, likely to be life

studies) of the soldier on the left of Baird and the figure in the

background, who stands between him and Baird. (Hence, two studies on

one sheet, for two different areas of the composition.) The figures on

the right of this study may have been drawn at a later date than those

on the left, for the line of the shoulder of the figure second from the

right appears to cut across the hand of the soldier on the far left.

The heads on the left-hand side may date from 1835-36, and those on the

right slightly later, l836-37(?), since the figure of the soldier left

of Baird is shown here with a moustache, whereas in No.16 and in the

painting he is clean-shaven. In No.l6, too, we can just ma_<e out the

figure on the right of this soldier, as well as the figure in profile,

on his left. This study I have dated above to the latter half of I836

and, if this is right, we may conclude that the groupings of the back¬

ground figures had been more or less decided upon by then. Note here

also the figures sketched in chalk on the right of Baird, which appear

in a separate study, to be discussed later.

Another study which may date cl835-36 is No.19, of the figure with

the lantern, and the three figures left of him. The presence of the

hound indicates that this must have been made prior to July 1836. More¬

over, it bears some similarity to the depiction of these four figures in

the Harvard compositional study (No.9). Cunningham says that the Indian

on the left of the figure with the lantern is one of Tippoo's sons, hence

the fact that he is shown '... regarding the body (of Tippoo) with deep

emotion' He also conjectures that 'the eastern lady' next to him may
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be his mother. At any rate, it is a clear example of Wilkie's ability

and desire to portray the varying reactions which each figure has to

the scene, and it is a wonderful example, too, of his quite exceptional

handling of his medium - the way in which the light from the lantern

has caught the face of the Indian behind, highlighting his eyes, imme¬

diately drawing our attention towards him. These figures all undergo

slight changes in the finished painting, both in their attitudes and

their expressions. The figure on the far left also is pictured in a

32
helmet, instead of a turban, as here.

The figure with the lantern was probably painted in by 30 January,

1837, and those on his left, during the course of that year. From '...

some native Lascars' Wilkie proceeded to paint '... the chief of the

Indian heads'"^ in June or so of 1837, and by August, had '... finished

the heads and hands of the natives with great care'.^ He had been lent

'... turbans, pelisses, trowsers of the richest stuffs, with matchlocks,
35

scymitars, and a superb shield', by a Mr. Charles Kussell, as well as

various unspecififed items from Fern Tower, by Lady Baird."^ Very early

on, in his letter of 29 December, 1834, he mentions that he has been

promised '... free access to the armoury of the late King, formerly at

Carlton House, containing a superb collection of the arms and accoutre¬

ments of Tippoo Saib ' . ^ The study of oriental arms and armour (No.2l)

may have been made cl334-36. The scene in the foreground of the paint¬

ing does not correspond particularly with this study, though the fore¬

ground of the Harvard study (No.9) appears as if it does. The shield

is of the same type. Its spatial relation to the sword next to it,

lying horizontally, is almost identical, and the sword on the right,

with the helmet, can just be made out, in the very bottom-right-hand

corner, though it has not been painted in. One difference is in the
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shape of the window behind (and in the absence of the padlock, which

is present in the study).

The idea of the figures scaling a ladder, in the background, on

the left-hand side of the composition, may have been inspired by one

of the various depictions of the storming of Seringapatam. It appears

in No.9 but has evidently not, at that stage, been worked out in any

detail. In No.22 it becomes apparent quite what an elaborate and com¬

plex grouping Wilkie has in mind. One soldier ascending the ladder, one

falling backwards from it, though holding on with his left hand, and one

clinging to it from the other side. The figure falling backwards is

reminiscent of one or two shown in such a position, in Vendramini's

engravings. One cannot help but feel that Wilkie is here taking an

opportunity to give us a display of his artistic virtuosity. In the

painting, the soldier falling backwards from the ladder is actually

behind it, perhaps because these figures might otherwise have drawn

attention away from the principal ones of Baird and Tippoo.

Wilkie seems to have taken the likeness of Tippoo from a small

drawing in the Museum of the India House, of which he obtained a print.

His '... figure and dress' were painted during the summer of 1837 and,

for the latter, he was lent '... a dress, consisting of pelisse and trow-
■7 Q

sers, actually worn by Tippoo Saib himself11 This is a great help.'

The main difference between the portrayal of Tippoo in the studies, from

that in the painting, is that, in the latter, he is bare-chested and

bare-headed. This accords, however, with the description in Hook from

which, as has been said, Wilkie quoted, when exhibiting the work at the

Royal Academy in 1839:

'... His turban, jacket and sword-belt were gone,
but the body was recognised by some of his people
who were there to be the Sultaun.'39
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The figure which Wilkie describes as '... the man who touches the
40

heart of Tippoo' undergoes a certain amount of alteration, too. In

the compositional studies in which he appears (most obviously, Nos.9

and ll) he is shown holding Tippoo's wrist, with his right hand ('...
41

his finger on his pulse, to know if he were alive or dead'). In the

separate study for this figure, however, (No.25) he is clearly holding

Tippoo's hand with his left hand, as in the painting and, presumably,

as in the painting, establishing whether or not his leader is alive, by

touching his heart with his right hand. This study probably dates from

cl837- As late as 14 November, 1838, Wilkie writes how he had given
i 2

this figure '... a black dress - a great improvement', the reason for

this being, no doubt, to lower the tone of this area of the picture, so

that it is Tippoo who is highlighted, rather than his lieutenant.

By 2 February, 1838, all the figures '... excepting the Highlander

stooping with the torch on the right of Sir David Baird, and the figures
43

in the distance behind him' had been painted in and, by 20 August,

1838, Wilkie wrote to Lady Baird that the picture was '... entirely
44

painted in'. The area on the right-hand side of the composition,

which was the last to be completed, is of particular interest. The

studies for it show that Wilkie, at one time, intended the Highlander to

be bestriding an Indian combatant. Such a figure is evident in the large-

scale, highly impressive study in the British Museum (No.27) and also in

the studies in chalk on the bottom half of the watercolour study of

Baird's head (No.13). (This latter study should be read sideways on, its

left-hand side then forming the bottom of the study, and its right-hand

side the top.) These studies indicate that the figure would have been

pressed against the low wall, on the right, lying on his side, the top

of his head nearest to us. He seems to have a dagger raised in his
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right hand, and a shield in his left, on the ground. If he had

appeared thus in the painting, his face lit up by the torchlight, he

might have created a centre of interest which would have detracted

from, rather than contributed to, the essential elements of the compo¬

sition (as I have argued in the case of the figures scaling a ladder).

The soldiers in the background behind the Highlander have been roughly

sketched in, in No.16. The leg of the figure immediately on the right

of Baird can also be made out in No.11. The study for the heads of

this group (No.29) may not have been made until cl837-38, however, in

the light of the remarks in the letter of 2 February, I838, quoted

above. Of note is Wilkie1s use of dark coloured paper, by means of

which the figures appear automatically to be in shadow. It enhances,

too, the effect of the white chalk.
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Notes on Chaper IV

1. Cunningham III, p.92.

2. Ibid., p-99-

3. Ibid., p.110.

4. Ibid., pp.110-111.

5. This seems to have been the same episode which Wilkie mentioned
in the earlier letter, of 7 August, 1335, unless the same thing
happened twice. '... In the course of the spring I made various
studies from native Indian soldiers now here; but when they
came to discover for what subject they were wanted, a sort of
superstition siezed them at once, and now they will no longer
sit.' (Cunningham III, pp.98-99)

6. Cunningham III, p.120.

7. Ibid., p.121.

8. loid. , p.92.

9. iDid., p.110.

10. Ibid., p.225.

11. The quotations from Wilkie's Kemarks are taken from Cunningham III,
pp.167-170.

12. Wilkie sale 1842, lots 301 and 302.

13. I am grateful to Professor Hamish Piles for drawing my attention
to this bust.

14. Cunningham III, pp.96-97.

15. Ibid., p.99.

16. Bryan's Dictionary II, p.118.

17. The alternatives would be either that it was a drawing of a differ¬
ent bust, despite the absence of any other candidates for this, or
that Eddis had simply chosen to draw the portrait in the form of a
bust. Neither of these ideas seem very plausible. In the absence
of evidence to the contrary, then, I will presume that Eddis'
drawing, and hence Thomson's engraving, were indeed of the
Macdonald bust.

18. Cunningham III, p.109.

19. Ibid., pp.118-119.

20. Ibid., p.120.
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21. Ibid., p.92. Baird was in Dublin from 1820-1822, as Commander
of the Forces in Ireland. The drawing may have been made at
that time.

22. Ibid., P.97.

23. Ibid., P.217.

24. Ibid., P.217.

25. Ibid., P.225.

26. Ibid., pp.225-226.

27. Ibid., p.216.

28. Ibid., P.223.

29. Ibid., P.97.

30. Ibid., p.111.

31. Ibid., p.265.

32. See remarks below on arms and armour. The helmet which this figure
wears is of the same type as shown in study No.21.

33. Cunningham III, p.223.

34. Ibid., p.225.

35. Ibid., p.225.

36. These were possibly trophies and arms. In an earlier letter, 24
April, 1837, he had written, '... Of the trophies and arms at Fern
Tower, I have drawings; but the arms themselves I should like to
have before me, when engaged in painting in the details of the
picture'. (Cunningham III, p.223)

37- Cunningham III, p.92.

38. Ibid., p.225.

39. Hook I, p.218.

40. Cunningham III, p.258.

41. Ibid., p.111.

42. Ibid., p.258.

43- Ibid., p.235.

44. Ibid., p.255.
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Conclusion

(a) Wilkie's creative processes as revealed by analysis of

the studies for Blind Kan's "Buff and Sir "David Baird

discovering' the body of Tjppoo Sahib.

Blind Fan's Buff appears to have been the first painting- for which

Wilkie produced such an abundance of studies, specifically concerned with

the working- out of the design. From this time onwards he turned his

attention very much to tackling problems of composition, and was less

inclined to concentrate on detail. The studies are typical of those which

relate to paintings dating from the second decade of the fBOO's, and up

until the time he went abroad, (for example The Penny Wedding, or The

Beading of the Will\ in that they are predominantly executed in pen and

ink. The majority relate to Particular areas of the composition, with few

describing it as a whole. Nany are very small, and, though these have no

doubt been cut out and mounted specially, nevertheless the size of the

figures indicates the kind of scale on which Wilkie was working. Cunning¬

ham's account of the procedure which Wilkie adopted for The Distraining

for Bent 'National Caller" of Scot land) A. 1B15) , is well representative

of this period of his career in general,

'...Be studied the whole with much care; tried
the individual groups how they looked of them¬
selves; drew each figure separate; again united
them into one consistent whole; and brooded over
the scene till he wrought it into harmony both of
grouping and expression. When this was accom¬
plished he expanded it on canvas; put in the
nature from the life, submitted it in its pro¬
gress to his friends, and carefully watched
their looks to observe how they received it.'

Tt should no1 ha forgotten, though, that in the case of ~ 1 inV. an' s "°uff,

,Tilkie temporarily abandoned studying his figures from life, and it was
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the criticism of his frienis which persuaded him to revert to his former

practice.

The composition was built up slowly, more or less in a piecemeal

fashion. Wilkie evidently began with the right—hand side, and then

sought some satisfactory way of balancing and complementing it, to form

the left—hand side. Rather as one assembles a jigsaw puzzle, we have

the impression that he was continually casting about for the right piece.

Study No.2 is a case in point and demonstrates the appropriateness of the

analogy. A piece of paper has been slotted in on the left-hand side, cut

even to the share of the foreground figure, presumably to take the place

of an arrangement with which Wilkie had been dissatisfied. He seems to have

had one or two more attempts before settling unon the final configuration

of figures.

Those studies for Sir "David Baird discovering- the body of Tippoo

Sahib which p.re in pen and ink alone, most probably all belong to the

evolution of the composition, and are relatively small. Thus, in these

respects, the tyre and size of study, Wilkie's work in this medium for

this painting was much the same as it was for Blind Kan's Tuff. Or so it

seems. Yet a closer look reveals fundamental differences both in terms

of his method of composition and in terms of his drawing style. Wilkie's

overriding concern now was to establish first the basic structure of his

design, and this is something which is true in general of his way of

working in the 1R30's. Hence nearly all the pen and ink studies relate

to the entire composition. The first reouirement was to organise its two

principal components (i.e. the figures of Baird and Tippoo). It was only

once this foundation had been laid, that Wilkie began to build up the

nioture and to fill in the groups of figures and details in the foreground

and background. In Blind Nan's Buff, however, it is the individual groups
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which ultimately determine the shape of the composition, sinoe it is

from them that it is derived. (To the extent that, if one particular group

were excluded, the composition would no longer make sense — whereas if,

for example, the soldiers in the "background, to the right of Baird, were

excluded, that composition would still hold together.)

I remarked earlier that there was some change in Wilkie's drawing

style, in the studies for the "Baird, as compared to those for Blind Kan's

"Puff. This consists. Partly in the greater sense of fluidity and even

expression which they convey. Laying aside those studies for Blind Kan's

Buff which it was suggested were influenced "by etching technicrues, it is

characteristic of most of the rest that they deal with particular ideas

or alternatives, as if Wilkie was clear what the subject of each study

was to "be, before he began to draw it. In some of the studies for the

""aird, however, the pen and ink becomes a medium for thought, we have

more a sense of '.'ilkie's groping towards some solution by means of the

drawing process (see studies Nos.Q or T0V'. He seems less inhibited, less

afraid of crossing something1 out and starting again. Another notable

feature of these studies is the extensive use of wash, which is by no

means explained simnly by the fact that the subject is a night scene. In

some cases, its function is to clarify and organise studies which would

otherwise be muddled and confusing, owing to the manifold of ideas

expressed. In others, its function is more to emphasise and give prominence

t -> one or oth°r, or both, of the two protagonists. He often leaves areas

of rarer untouched, in order to capture the effect of localised light,

mhe influence of Hembrandt's drawings first becomes apparent in Wilkie's

pen and ink studies dating from after ^lind Kan's ""uff and before he went

abroad, most obviously in his use of dark brown or black washes of ink to

produce strong chiarascuro effects. Yet it is in studies like these, of the

1°'30's, that he is at his most Hembrandtescrue. They are no doubt a reflec+ior.
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of his overwhelming desire, at that time, to achieve depth and richness

of tone in his oil paintings, with regard to which he again looked to

the example of "Rembrandt for inspiration.

When it came to paintinr Blind Man's "Ruff, Wilkie prohahly relied

chiefly unon an oil sketch and a number of chalk hand studies which he

had made for certain of the figures. There is no known oil sketch of the

Baird, however. Instead, Wilkie produced quite a number of detailed,

larre-scale studies, of specific areas of the composition, executed in

a combination of media : chalk, watercolour, pen and ink, and even oil.

Their size must partly be due to the fact that they were studies for a

work which was of extremely large proportions — clearly, to have made

their, much smaller would have veen quite inappropriate, and they would have

been of little value. Generally speaking, Wilkie's chalk and watercolour
2

head and figure studies of the 1^3^'s were on this large scale, though it

was a change which had been noticeable even before his period abroad (lS2S-

1°?°3 , with studies such as those in the Ashmolean Museum of the Tar I of

T'orton, or the Duke of H ami11 on, both dating from cl824» for the Tntranee

of he orre TV at Holyrood House. They are indicative of the development

and broadening of his chalk drawin~ style, which had begun to be much influ¬

enced by the drawings of Rubens. TIe had assimilated the technique of using

open hatohinr to mod0"" the form, allowinr it to breaths and vibr-te, and

touches of ren and ink to accentuate the features of * he face : mouth,

nostrils, eyes (see study *To. 1Q). It should, perhaps, bo emphasised, at

this point, that many of the studies for the Baird are executed in colour.

Tver, in what is essentially a pen and ink study ("o. 12) , Wilkie has added

a wash of vermillion to describe Baird's tunic. He was obviously thinking

in terms of colour and tone, just as much as of the structure of what he

wished +o depict, and soumht to integrate these various concerns at an

early .--tone. This would have facilitated the task of painting from the
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studies. One such as TTo.l6, of Baird's uniform, would have provided him

not merely with the details of costume, but also of the effects of light

uron the figures. The introduction of colour into his preparatory work

began in the 1'0oO,s, but is at its most evident in mixed media studies

of this kind, dating from the 1Q30's.

fb) The contribution of Wilkie's creative processes to the relative

success of the pain+inrs Blind Kan's Buff and Sir "David Baird

discovering the body of Tippoo Sahib.

Wilkie's early works, such as The Blind Fiddler (b.A. 1807)(Tate

Gallery), or The Bent Day (t.A. 1509), had been somewhat unambitious

from the noint of view of composition, consisting of frieze-like horiz¬

ontal bands of figures. His interest had been more in the description of

the individual characters, than in how they were arranged. This is

reflected in the nature of the studies he made, which were, for the most

part, executed in chalk, and concentrated on details such as faces, hands,

or feet. When it came to p-iniing The Village Festival (l°1l) then, an

outdoor scene, featuring a multitude of different figures, he was

unnrerared for the problems this would present. The ricture was criticised

for a want of unity and compression in the composition, and consequent¬

ly a want of general compactness and singleness of effect...it tells like

two or three different pictures, instead of like one consistent and

necessarily connected whole.' The same could hardly be said of "n"'ind Kan's

•"uff. Although incidents subordinate to the main action are included, such

as the boys knocking over the chair, or the group of lovers, these each

contribute to, rather than interfere with, or take away from, the overall

f1 ov of the design. The studies enabled V'ilkie to orchestrate the picture

TV10 fi.rures V*nitrate and rnovG "throurdi iij in s,li

directions, and, by use of a series of diagonal lines, he weaves a scene
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full of movement and activity.

A

Indeed, Irwin describes the grouping as 'over-contrived',4

suggesting the4 Vilkie has tried perhaps too hard in creatin/ this

rhythmic harmony so that, in the end, the structure is so tight as to

Re forced or unnatural. There is undoubtedly a sense in which this is

true, though it is not necessarily due to the way in which the composit¬

ion was "built up, or conceived. I would suggest that the slightly

artificial feel of the design is more the effect of Wilkie's choosing

to use features and techniques of Italian Renaissance art for what was,

to all intents and purposes, a subject in the Dutch or Flemish genre

tradition."'

1 have commented above uoon the fact that the unfinished painting

had been criticis=d in 1C17, with regard to the description of the

figures, and that 'Tilkie h~d sought to amend this by working on them

from live models. Desrite the obvious alterations which he made to

several of the faces, many remain tyres, rather than individuals, and

some are even hidden altogether. Uilkie is using expressions more as a

way of organising the picture. They are no longer to be admired simply

for their own sake. In his Remarks on Art, he vro4e that '...we read

...the judgment—like "blindness of Dlymas the sorcerer in the horror-
5

stricken faces gathered around him in Raphael's cartoons'. Similarly,

we are led to the blindman, in "^lind T.an's Buff, through the eyes of his

companions.

The pen and ink studies for the Raird demonstrate that, from the

"beginning, Wilkie was aware that the success of the painting would depend

u"on its immediate and overall effect (witness the few studies made in

rer. and ink for figures or groups other than "Baird or Tiproov. This is

obviously why he took such pains, first, to establish the position of
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the principal figure, and his relation to Tippoo, "before concentrating

on the subordinate figures. Koreover, he was not merely charged with

the task of producing a history niece, "hut one which would incorporate

a DOsthumous portrait of a man remembered by many, in particular his

wife, who had commissioned the work. Judging from the remarks made

in Wilkie's corresnondence with Lady "Baird, the results of his labours

were entirely satisfactory in this respect, and the head of "Baird was

generally considered to be an excellent likeness.

T have mentioned above, however, the hostile reactions which the

work evoked from Wilkie's fe 11 ov: Academicians, particularly on account

of the way in which it was painted. Such a response was not unprecedented,

for, whilst working on his Knox Preaching in the early 1°30's, VJilkie

had anparent ly taken a cony of Rembrandt's Woman Taken in Adultery(TTational

Gallery, London^ to the Academy on the varnishing day '...to see the effect

his own (picture"^ would have in the same situation; on which a shout of

triumph was set ur by the Royal Academicians crying the days of the

dark masters were rone, they had been weighed in the balance, and were

found wanting: others said it looked "tike a hole in the wall'.

^he dark, deeply shadowed style of the old masters, which Wilkie

so clearly sought to emulate, had begun to come under attack in the

■previous decade. Ir. his correspondence whilst abroad, (76 August, 1827),
o

'•'ilkie refers to colour as being 'the disputable subject'. Though

recognising it as '... at least an essential cualitv in painting', he

remain0'3 i t*"U0 "t "tlieft ' ® »in pil DgtiirtiTir" i"t is ri(3Tin0ss 8Xi cL

9
depth alone that can do justice to the material'. T!is views thus stood

in opposition t those of an increasing number of Academicians, who had

come ♦o record colour as b°in~ of the utmost importance, producing ever

V, -r« c V o c->
^ T. r-V. •*- -2 >■» "2 r >7 Va-S P *3 E •
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Vilkie's friend Mulready, for example, used a white ground for his

Tnt mi or of a n- ox tags (loyal 7ollection>, in 1P?P, and, by the mid Tp30's

was combining this with a high key palette, creating the kind of

brilliantly coloured works which have resulted in his being considered
TO

'a Precursor' of the ''re-laphaelites. What a contrast there must have

been between Mulready's The Sonnet of 1P3° (Victoria and Albert Museum),

described as the Painting in which he reached 'the aPOgee of brilliant

colour'^, and Vilkie's ov.?n Baird. In view of such changes that were

taking place in the appearance of painting within the Academy, how

understandable are the criticisms made of Wilkie's works on his return

from the continent. Mot only did he largely abandon the kind of subject

matter for vhic: he had become known, he also adopted a style ana manner

of Painting which was no longer approved of, and which was quite out of

keeping with that of many of the works then being exhibited at the Royal

Academy.

Nevertheless, a measure of Wilkie's achievement, as it is now

perceived, is provided by Mildred Archer, who writes of the Baird,

/ \
'...(it' takes its rlaoe among the best of British historical paintings'.

Baird demands our attention as much by the sense of his physical presence,

as by anything else. The rose which he maintains was criticised for "being
13'exaggerated and histrionic' , yet to an extent, this was precisely what

was required, considering the scale and nature of the work. Wilkie had, at

14
first, intended his eyes to be 'turned down to the fallen monarch' , and

T have suggested that it was the example of the Rasburn portrait which may

have persuaded hirr. against this. Looking at the painting, we oan appreciate

the wisdom of his choice. Baird locks forward, almost straight in front of

him, and thus assumes an air of dimity which he mi~ht not otherwise have

had. "ha"® was also the possibility th-t, if his gaze had been riveted upon

the vanquished leader, the focus of the picture would have been more on

"ipnoo than on Baird himself.
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Finally, what emerges from this detailed examination of Wilkie's

creative processes, and what is so surprising, is the extent to which

Nilkie was ahle to adapt, his approach, durinm the course of the years

which separaxe "^lind Nan's Ruff ana Sir David Faird discovering the hody

of Tippoo Sahib, according to the demands of the particular kind of subject

matter with which he was dealing. Kost impressive of all is that, as a

result, he managed to achieve equal success in the two very different

fields of genre and history painting. In the words of Raimbach, the

engraver of many of Wilkie's works, and his friend:

'It is riven to but a very small pronortion of
competitors in the difficult pursuit of the fine
arts to attain to a high degree of eminence; and
exertions not less arduous are necessary to main¬
tain an elevated station, than to 'climb the steep
where Fame's proud temrle shines afar'. There is
no standing still. ron progredi est regredi. No
man could possibly show himself more sensible to
this emphatic truth than did '\Tilkie.'l5

(c> The art historical background to Rlind Nan's Buff and to

Sir "havid Faird discovering the body of Tiproo Sahib.

Vy discussion throughout has been almost wholly concentrated

uror. the two Paintings in cruestion, and the studies relating to them.

I have made mention of works by artists other than VJilkie only when it

seemed particularly arrropriate to do so. The purpose of this final

section of the conclusion, therefore, is to place Flind Nan's "°uff

and Sir David, Tsird discovering the body of Tiproo Sahib each within

a wi l-~, more general context.

r -lind Fax's ~°uff

Perhaps the most obvious exam."le of the illustration of children's

game s is ^rueghel's paintinr o1- that title (Vienna, Kunsthistorisches

Nuseum\ According to Sandra Hindman, Fruemhel used the games '...to

present the folly of man as a characteristic of adolescence and
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16
msnhood, as well as of youth and infancy*. More specifically, Blind

Man's Buff, one of the games illustrated, was apparently 'a type of
17

court shin game'. '...As played in Antwerp, the girl, "blinded with
1a

a hood, tagged a hoy, who in turn "became her mock bridegroom'. The

figure of the blindman in Brueghel's work wears a blue hood, a reference

to the Flemish proverb '..."to put a blue cloak on someone"...the action

10
of an unfaithful wife', a proverb which itself was held to imrly

deceit or folly. "Tven had Brueghel not chosen to include the blue hood,

Kindman remarks that, by depicting a game such as Blind Kan's Buff, he
20

was highlighting 'the role of chance in man's life'. That is to say,

by indulging in such play, resulting in 'a haphazard selection of a

21
mate', the children dispense with reason and submit to chance, thereby

manifesting foolish behaviour.

Although Vilkie's "°lind Kan' s Buff has no such allegorical meaning,

the tradition of the game's being related to courtship might, in some

way, be related to the group of figures clasped in embrace on the right

of his picture. The subject, in any case, was demonstrably one found in

Flemish art. Brueghel's peasant scenes were to be greatly influential

upon seventeenth century Bate"" and Flemish artists such as Adriaen

"^rouwer, Adriaen van Ostade, Jan Steen, or David Teniers, and, as I have

suggested above, it is in the tradition of the typical paintings of

rollicking, dancin~ peasants which they produced, that Wilkie's Blind

Kan's Biff is most properly t r be placed, (and net so much specifically

in the context of children's games).

Batch and, particularly, Flemish seventeenth century art was very

much in vogue in eighteenth century France, amongst the artistic circles

and t-ie collectors. Teniers was singled out for special admiration, his

works popularised through engravings made after them. Just as J'ilkie,
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at the "beginning of his career, "became known as 'the Scottish Teniers',

so artists as diverse as Watteau, Chardin and Greuze were each dubbed

'the French Teniers'. brookner points out that this was the highest
9 2

praise to which a French painter could aspire, at that time. • We know
23

that Watteau painted a blind Fan's Buff, though sadly it is now lost.

Fragonard, who followed in his tradition, also took up this subject

(Fusee du Louvre"'i, His work is quite different in style and mood from

Wilkie's owm, however. It is typically rococo, and deals with a kind of

imaginary world, suspended in time, set apart from the realities of every¬

day life. In his hands blind Fan's "Buff is transformed from a rough and

tumble children's name, into a sedately performed entertainment. There

is none of the earthiness of the Butch/Flemish genre tradition. Such

amorous overtones as can be detected, for example, are hinted at, or

su~nested, but not made explicit - a far cry from the humble setting of

Wilkie's bl jnd Fan's "Buff and the lively atmosphere there displayed.

Gloser to their Dutch/Flemish sources are the works of Ghardin

and Greuze. Ghardin, havium made his name as a painter of still life,

turned his attention, in the 173G's and 40's, to the painting of genre

scenes. Of particular note, in the context of this discussion, are his

pictures of children at play, such as The House of Gards(Fational Gallery,

London), The Game of Knucklebones (museum, of Art, Baltimore^, Soap Bubbles

(rational Gallery, Washington), or Ghlld with a Top(Fuse: du Louvre).

**ot only wave these But ch Flemish themes, (knucklebones, blowing soap

bubbles end spinning tors are all to be found in "Brueghel's Ghildren's

"ames, for exam.rle^ , Ghardin also s-em.s to have retained their allegor¬

ical meanings. T!e was '...praised for having inaugurated an art of

v-rely subjects without bein- "low"'.' Very similar remarks were to be

made of Vilkie, though the difference between the two painters lies in

the facx that Wilkie mananed to achieve this without losing the spirit
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of the Dutch/Flemish art. Ghardin's children, whilst always sympathetic¬

ally portrayed, are somewhat suvdued, and introspective, laokinr in

individual expression. Thev fire mostly rather motionless, solitary figures,

and, as such, seem incapable of the mischievous antics of children such

as those in Wilkie's ~lin:' Fan's Duff.

Ghardin was soon overtaken in the field of genre by the up and

coming Greuze, who won great acclaim for his Lecture de la "qible(Private

Gollection, Paris) at the salon of 1751. The theme and some of the figures
\

for this ricture ^rookner attributes to two works by Teniers, he Bon Fere
25

and Les .Toueurs de Gartes. Engravings of both were readily available.

As I have said, Greuze was one of the artists mentioned with respect to

Wilkie's work, in the first two decades of the l807's. In a sense, the

comparison is easily made, since both were painting genre scenes, based

on Dutch/Flemish seventeeth century precedents. The kind of composition

which "reuze took for his Lecture de la Hible, for example, is net far

removed fro;i that of Wilkie's ^lind Fiddler, or even his Distraininr for

bent. "Vet the paintings of Greuze have none of the gaiety of their Dutch/

Flemish counterparts. They have a strong sentimental appeal, attributable

more to the influence of painters such as Gorreggio or Kurillo. Thus his

depiction of children comes closer to that of Wilkie's own in the letter's

paintinrc of the 1°30's, rather than of the early iSOO's.

""rookner notes a connection between Greuze and Hogarth, suggesting

that Greuze was influenced by his example to invest his subjects with

moral import, seen firs'1 in his drawings for La !■'ale diet ion Paternelle

and Le Pi Is Puni, (both "usee V'icar, Lille), exhibited at the salon of
. 06

17w5• Hogarth was Hilkie's predecessor in the field of narrative

painting, yet it is precisely this overt moralising, taken up by Greuze,

which differentiates his work from, Wilkie's own.
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The 'Greuze strain* is certainly found in the work of late

eighteenth century "British genre painters, for exar.rle George Korland

or Francis Wheatley, hut it is not something which Wilkie chooses to

follow. His overriding passion, after all, was for the art of the Dut

Flemish seventeenth century on which, ultimately, norland's was

modelled. He would go straight to the originals hy Ostade or Teniers,

instead of looking at them through the eyes of the French. This was

true, also, of Kulready, who, for a time, specialised in genre scenes

featuring children. He was almost certainly inspired to do so hy the

examrle of Wilkie's early success. Heleniak mentions one painting hy

T'ulready, 'Tie Hat tie (Tate Gallery), which may have inspired Wilkie's
2P

Jews Harr, as regards oomrosition and mood. 1+ could legitimately h«

seen as an exercise hy Wilkie in Hulready's style, for, generally

sneaking, the influence was the other way ah out , and it was T'ulready

vdo followed in Wilkie's footsteps, rather than vice versa.

An in4erestinr Parallel which can he drawn between the art of

Greuze and that of Wilkie, whilst engaged on Blind Kan's Huff, is the

way in which "both took the compositional devices, poses and gestures

typical of history painting, and sought to incorporate these into the

couter4 of renre. "-reuze cuarelled bitterly with the Academie, who

would consent to receive him into their body only as a rainier of

genre, despite the fact that he had presented for his morceau de

reception a subject. from classical anticuit.y, owing to his desire to

gain acceptance as a history painter. It was after this that he

produced a series of larra genre paintings, the composition of which
0 3

was 'markedly roussinescue'. This was a deliberate and successful

attempt to elevate his style, for his work was soon compared with 'the

30
great classical masters "Taphael, Le Sueur, and Poussin'. He was no

lonmer the 'French Teniers', hut became known instead as 'un nouveau

31
1aPh ae 1'.
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Wilkie may have been similarly motivated, and such an aim to

'raise' the genre in which he specialised could well account for the

references to Italian Renaissance art, found in Blind Kan's Buff, to

which I have made allusion above. Such an explanation seems increasing¬

ly likely, in the livht of remarks made by Reynolds in his Discourses.

Reynolds adhered to the hierarchic system of art, which held history

painting to be superior to any other. Consequently, in his writings,

he prized highly the works of Kichelangelo, Raphael, and their seven¬

teenth century followers such as Poussin and Oaracci, and he denegrated

the Dutch for the 'low' and 'limited' subjects they depicted. He was

only too well aware, however, that not every artist was capable of

Paintiny in the grand style, and so had to rest content with practising

the kind of art which best suited their abilities, be it portraiture,

still life or any other. In this case, the artist,

'(p)avinp begun vv aiming at better things, if from
particular inclination, or from the taste of the
time and place he lives in, or from necessity, or
from failure in the highest attempts, he is oblig¬
ed to descend lower, he will bring into the lower
sphere of art a grandeur of composition and charac¬
ter, that will raise and ennoble his works far
above their natural rank.'3?

T"nlike Preuse, Vilkie arrears to have been wholly content, at this stage,

with his status as a painter of genre subjects. The fact that he chose

to infuse "^lind Pan's Buff with some of the qualities of high art simrly

indicates his ambition ana desire constantly to improve his art. The

f elevated oT Oreuze v,*eT6 for* h.in: a. kind of* second "b e s t j

whereas '"ilkie's ^lind an' s -uff was a steo on the road to history

paintinr itself.
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(ii3 Sir David Baird discovering the body of Tippoo Sahib

'Portrait often runs into history, and history
into portrait, without our knowing it...the
great point is to catch the prevailing look
and character : if you are master of this,
you can make almost what use of it you please.
If a portrait has force, it will do for
history; and if history is well painted, it
will do for PorJ. rait.'33

These remarks, made "by the portrait Painter James 7Torthcote, can

well he applied to Wilkie's Baird, in which, as has "been said, history

and portraiture are united. "Vet the view expressed here, that the two

kinds of painting can actually merge into one another in this way,

was not one commonly held. I have already made reference, for instance,

to the critic who refused to consider the "^aird within the context of

portraiture. Such an attitude is undoubtedly explained by the fact

thrt, at that time, portrait painting was considered inferior to that

of history. It may also stem from the opinions of eighteenth century

Academicians who 'declared that the grand style and the faithful

portrait manner 'were^ incompatible with one another...the hero should

34
not be represented as a familiar figure'. '

benjamin '-'est's heath of General volfe'rensiiyt or. Palace), exhibited

in 1'771, had challenged this way of thinking. It commemorated an event

which had taken place some twelve years previously, and showed Wolfe,

the 'hero', and those surroundinr him, all ir. contemporary dress. The
eg

'realism' of the scene was 'mitigated', though, by the fact that it was

seJ in a far-off land, and this maintained the sense of the marvellous

which it was thought heroism: should inspire. Thus it could be said that

Test's example paved the way for paintings such as those depicting

episodes from: the Fourth Vysore "am, which I have looked at, produced

in +he early 1°op's. I have pointed out that these differ from Wilkie's

'

alr - i-- that the." concentrate attention uron the action wnich took
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place, rather than on any one of those who participated in it. This is

true also of West's Death of Cana^al Wolfe, for he wrote,'(T)he subject

I have to represent is a great battle fought and won'. Although

Wilkie describes his subject as 'the taking of Seringapatam',"' his

work is nevertheless essentially a portrait in the setting of a history

painting, "^aird is easily the most prominent figure, he dominates the

picture, brought about, as has been seen, by very deliberate manoeuvring

on Wilkie's part.

Given the weight placed on the portrayal of Baird, then, the

Painting should perhaps be looked uron as a kind of memorial to him,

in which case it would most immediately bear comparison to those produced

as a result of the Napoleonic wars. Looking at John Flagman's monument

to Nelson in St.Paul's, for example, (1Q07-1Q1^, it is noticeable that

the Admiral literally towers above the other figures in the group,

r.akinr a share pyramid share, such as is found in the Baird. He stands

firmly, one leg in front of the other, looking straight ahead. Glearly,

Wilkie has set Bairi very much in the classical pose of a here, his

enemy lying slain at his feet, and this is something which is constant

throughout the studies also. However, he has resisted the temptation

to idealise him image, or t o include any of the symbolism sue': as is found

in Flayman's monument to "elson.

Flaxrr.an was a great admirer of the Italian sculptor Antonio 3 anova,

whose vas* statue of "aroleon Wilkie must almost certainly have known,

for it was Presented bv Kdnm Goorme JN (when Hegent^ to the Duke of

'•fei linmton, and was rlrced in Apsley House ir 1P17. Host definitely

T 2jiovs.'o "t i on vslo "to roproson^" TT2,0o 1 o.on tlio Vi 9 p 0 j rs.'ttior

"proleon +he man. A~ain, r classical attitude, influenced, it is said,
. 3d

vy , wo of p n11 9 p. i p "ti 9 1 oxc -i-p ^^10 Uffizi ,r!^ 11 °t1 tr in Fi or9no9«
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"anoleon is unclothed, save a toga <3^ap»d over his right arm. 7anova

has made him seem a firure large1* than life, literally and metaphori¬

cally speaking, and there is something of this in Wilkie's Baird also.

In general, the similarities found "between the two works I have taken

as examples, and Wilkie's Baird, indicate and give strength to the

notion that Vilkie was concerned to go "beyond merely incorporating a

portrait into a history niece, to providing a monument in paint to his

hero.

Returning to Test's Death of General Wolfe, it has been

demonstrated that, for the composition, he used the formula of a

'Lamentation', and, indeed, specifically borrowed certain figures or

ideas from depictions of this subject by painters such as Bembrandt

30
or Van Dvck. Similarly, comparison has been made between Vilkie's

"Vnird and Bembrandt's Baisinf of Lazarus.^ The subject itself is one

with which Vilkie would have been well familiar. He would have known

and had access to Sebastiano del Fiombo's Lazarus, when it belonged to

John Julius Angerstein, and after-wards when it became part of the

rational Gallery collection, Moreover, his friend Haydon had painted a

vast canvas denictinr- the same scene, which he exhibited in 1Q?3, and
A'

which was 'much praised'.' Kaydon, in his diary entry for 20 June, 181O,

rives mite a substantial appreciation of Sebastiano's painting, in the

course of which he remarks, 'I think Bembranit's moment is the finer of

40
of the two'. It may well be that Vilkie would have agreed with his

judrnent.

Bembrandt made two different etchings of the Baisinr of Lazarus,

and nainted two pictures of it, which are almost identical, at least in

43
terms of the arrangement of the composition! The design of Vilkie's

Saird, with Particular respect to the positions of ^aird and Tippoo,
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is virtually a mirror image of that of the paintings, in which Christ

is shown standing facing us, his right arm raised, with Lazarus lying

"beneath him, to the right. This should not be taken to imply, however,

that Wilkie desired to depict Baira literally as a Christ-like figure.

Rembrandt's Lazarus would simply have provided him with obvious means

of solvinr the problems of evolving a composition in which the rhetoric

of expression could flourish. In other words, his use of a formula

which comes from religious art may be seen as an artistic device,

within the academic tradition of history painting.
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Votes on Conclusion

1. Cunningham I, p.434.
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o. Ibid., p.443.
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11. Ibid., p.136.
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14. Cunningham TTT, p.09.
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17. Ibid., n.' .

10. IMd., r. dc-i.

40. Ibid., p.if 1.

20. Ibid., P.

21. Ibid., p.45f.

22. Prookncr (1079) r.Ao.

23. fee '-'-.tt^au, Cu—na^e public sous la direction de Jean Feme. Avec
le cor.cou"" do 7.vathieu,0aint-rauligr., "."atteau, I.Torrecill o,
and ^ril", 4 torn., 1972, ? 42 and ~ R2, rp.9°3 and 10«2.
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94. Wildenstein, p.95.
v

95. Le Pon Fere was engraved by Le Pas in 1753» Les Joueurs de Partes
was enrraved by Basan (both Pit1iothi^cue Rationale,Faris^. See
^rookner (1972), tip. 93 - 94.

96. 'rookner (l972N, pp.47 - 4P.

77. Ibid., P.1S9.

28. Heleniak, p.p1.

9Q. Proikner (l95^)t P.192.

30. Ibid., p.195.

31. Ibid., p.195.

32. Reynolds, p.52.

33. Eazlitt *rI, pn.333 - 340.

34. "ind, p.1lb.

3b. Sae "ind, p.117.

3b. Wind, p.11b.

37. Ounninyh&T. ITT, p.966.

3°. Pee Jervis aid Tomlin, p.37. The statue is illustrated on p.33.

39. I'it shell, o.3l.

dO. Irwin, p.1*7.

41. "^oase, p.1^1.

4°. Pgydon fl^bo^ I, p.^bp.

49. For illustrations of the etchinrs see W.A.Visser ,T Hooft, Berbrandt
and the "osnel, London, 1°P7» and of the paintings, A.Predius,
?orr^lete od i f ion of th 9 or j ni "".n^s of "R0rn"br?vnd.'t ;^6v.T "Vorlc#
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St. Andrews and Aberdeen 1985 Crawford Centre for the Arts, University
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1985.
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Others
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R.H.S.
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Catalogue of the works of Sir David 'Wilkie,
R.A. deceased; including all the sketches
made during his last tour in the East;
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Christie and Manson, Monday, 25 April,
1842, and five following days.
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Right-hand side
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Catalogue of Studies and Sketches delating to

Blind Man's Buff

Compositional Study : (R.H.S.) Private Collection ) /p-j^ 2 a d 3")(L.H.S.) Whereabouts Unknown) s an p;
Pen and brown ink : (R.H.S.) 8.3 x 10.5 (approximate size of

complete study 8.3 x 21?)
Prov: ?Wilkie sale i860 (312), bt. Brett £4 4s. 0d.; J. W. Brett

sale, Christies, 8 April, 1864 (666), repr. in catalogue;
(R.H.S.) Agnews; J. D. Noble, Esq., Cambridge;
(L.H.S.) ?Agnews; present whereabouts unknown

Lit: Millar, p.137; Campbell 1812.9
R.H.S. mounted on card, markings visible on reverse (stuck down)

Compositional Study : National Gallery of Scotland (Plate 4)
Pen and brown ink : 13.6 x 23.2

Inscr: 'D. Wilkie'

Prov: Sir Hugh Hume Campbell, Bt., who presented it to the National
Gallery of Scotland in 1873 (D597)

Exh: R.A., British Art, 1934 (1221); R.A., Scottish Art, 1939
(762), repr. in Souvenir; N.G.S. (ll) and R.A. (56), 1958;
St. Andrews and Aberdeen (14), 1935

Lit: Millar, p.137; tower, repr. opp. p.36; Woodward, p.13;
Campbell 1812.3; Johnston, pp.31-32

A Sheet of Nine Studies : National Gallery of Scotland (Plate 5)
All pen and brown ink

Three nude figures, centre left : 4.7 x 4.6
The group centre left, with a cat, or dog, reaching to touch
the blindman : 8.6 x 7

The foreground figure, centre left : 4.4 x 4.6
A seated figure : 3-1 x 3 (not obviously connected with
Blind Man's Buff)
The group with the girl, centre left : 8.1 x 3.5
Figure(s) crouching : 3-1 x 2.8
A figure grasping his hurt shin : 3.4 x 2.9
Two crouching children : 6.3 x 4.9
A figure crouching : 3.2 x 3.1

Frov: Acquired in Rosenheim, Germany, in 1961; National Gallery
of Scotland (D486l)

Sxh: St. Andrews and Aberdeen (l6), 1985, repr. in catalogue
Lit: Campbell 1812.5; Johnston, pp.32-33
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4. Study of Three Nude Figures, Centre Left : Courtauld Institute
(Witt Collection) (Plate 6)
Pen and brown ink

Prov: ?Wilkie sale i860 (20); "Witt Collection (1763)
Lit: Millar, p.137; Campbell 1812.11
One of a sheet of twelve studies, none larger than about 6.5 cms.
square, not all for Slind Man's Buff
Courtauld Institute of Art Neg. No. 288/62/9a

5. Study of Three Nude Figures, with a woman in the background :
Courtauld Institute (Witt Collection) (Plate 7)
Pen and brown ink

Prov: As for No. 4

Lit: As for No.4

The nudes are shown as in No.4, but in reverse

Courtauld Institute of Art Neg. No. 288/64/l7a

6. Study of Three Nude Figures, by the stairs : Courtauld Institute
(Witt Collection) (Plate 8)
Pen and brown ink

Prov: As for No.4

Lit: As for No.4

The nudes are shown as in No.4, but in reverse

Courtauld Institute of Art Neg. No. 283/63/l4a

*7- Two Studies for the Left-Hand Side : Yale University, Beinecke Rare
Book and Manuscript Library (Plate 9)
Both pen and brown ink

(a) Three nude figures, the foreground figure, and an upturned
chair : 4.5 x 5»1

(b) The group with the girl, centre left, and three children far
left, with an upturned chair : 5*1 x 6.4

Prov: 'Pasted in the autograph album of Thomas Campbell's great
friend, Catherine Denham, whose first husband was the his¬
torical painter, William Hamilton'

Lit: Allentuck, pp.9-10; Campbell 1812.13

8. A Study for the Left-Hand Side : National G-allery of Scotland (Plate 10)
Pen and brown ink : 8.9 x 11.1

Prov: Presented to the National Gallery of Scotland by Mrs. Gore-
Brown Henderson, in 1955 (L4747)

Exh: St. Andrews and Aberdeen (15), 1985
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Lit: Millar, p.137; Campbell 1812.4; Johnston, p.32
The group with the girl, centre left, the foreground figure, an
indication of figures on the far left

9- A Study for the Left-Hand Side : National Gallery of Scotland
(Plate 11)
Pen and brown ink : 10.2 x 13.1

Prov: As for No.8 (E4746)
Exh: As for No.8

Lit: As for No.8

The group with the girl, centre left, the foreground figure, and
three children far left, with an upturned chair

10. A Study for the Group with the Girl, Centre Left : Courtauld
Institute (Witt Collection) (Plate 12)
Pen and brown ink

Prov: As for No.4

Lit: As for No.4

Courtauld Institute of Art Neg. No. 288/63/lla

*11. Compositional Study : Nottingham Castle Collection (Plate 13)
Pen and brown ink : 14 x 23

Inscr: 'D. Wilkie 1812'

Frov: Richard G-odson Milne bequest, 1904, to Nottingham Castle
Collection (Nos.104-144)

Lit: Campbell 1812.2; Heleniak, p.79, repr. p.80

12. Oil Sketch of the Whole Composition : Tate Gallery (Flate 14)
Panel : 30 x 45.5

Inscr: 'D.W. 1811'

Prov: Earl of Mulgrave, Christies sale 12 May, 1832 (63), bt.
Bredel (110 gns.); bequeathed by Miss Harriet Bredel, 1875,
to the National Gallery; transferred from there to the Tate
Gallery in 1949

Exh: R.A. 1812 (115); British Institution 1842 (8); Manchester
1857 (244); R.A. 1872 (40); N.G.S. (9) and R.A. (23), 1958

Lit: Farington VII, p.77; Eavies, pp.172-173; Millar, p.137;
Woodward, p.13

13. Two Studies for the Hands of the Blindman : Fitzwilliam Museum
(Plates 15 and 16)
Black chalk, with white, on buff paper

(a) Study for the right hand : 7.6 x 11.4
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(b) Study for the left hand : 9 x 21.2 (patched upper right)
Frov: Ricketts and Shannon bequest, 1937, Fitzwilliam Museum,

Cambridge (2275)
Lit: Campbell 1812.7

14. Three Studies of Hands : British Museum (Plates 17, 18 and 19)
(a) Study for the blindman's right hand (L.B.47(e))

Black chalk, on drab paper : 7.6 x 12.7

(b) Study for the right hand of the man on the bench, immediately
behind the blindman (1.3.47(g))
Black chalk, on drab paper : 7 x 9

(c) Study for the blindman's right hand (L.B.47(h))
Black and white chalk, on greenish grey paper : 7 x 9

Prov: Wilkie sale i860 (94); acquired by the British Museum,
February 1861

Lit: Millar, p.137; Campbell 1812.1

15• Study for the Kan's Two Hands, clasping the girl's head, in a mob
cap :British Museum (Plate 20)
Black chalk, on drab paper, touched with white : 19 x 16.5
Frov: Purchased by the British Museum in March 1854 (L.B.22)
Exh: St. Andrews and Aberdeen (17), 1985
Lit: Millar, p.137; Campbell 1812.12; Johnston, p.33

**16. Study for the Left Hand of the Man Against the Wall : Present
Whereabouts Unknown

Pencil on buff paper, heightened in white : 9*5 x 15.2
Inscr: On verso, 'the man's hand against the wall in '31ind Man's

Buff''

Prov: With Sabin G-alleries Ltd., 1963
Exh: Sabin Galleries Ltd., Exhibition of Early English Drawings

(102), November and December 1963

17. Oil Sketch for the Right-Hand Side : Ashmolean Museum (Plate 21)
Panel : 17-3 x 13.1

Prov: ?John Wilkie, the artist's brother; F. F. Madan, Esq.; the
Ashmolean Museum

Sxh: Arts Council, British Life, 1953 (45); N.G.S. (10) and R.A.
(25), 1958; Ashmolean and M.M. (2), 1985, repr. in catalogue

Lit: Cunningham I, p.387; Davies, p.173; Millar, p.137;
Woodward, p.13; Brown No.2
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18. Study for the Three Background Figures, on the stairs : Courtauld
Institute (Witt Collection) (Plate 22)
Pen and brown ink

Prov: As for No.4

Lit: As for No.4

Courtauld Institute of Art Neg. No. 288/63/l2a

19. Study of Two Crouching Children : Courtauld Institute (Witt
Collection) (Plate 23)
Pen and brown ink

Prov: As for No.4

Lit: As for No.4

Compare No.3(h) above
Courtauld Institute of Art Neg. No. 288/63/l5a

20. Study for the Foreground Figure, Centre Left : Courtauld Institute
(Witt Collection) (Plate 24)
Black chalk

Prov: As for No.4

Lit: As for No.4

Courtauld Institute of Art Neg. No. 288/63/l6a

21. Early Study for the Croup on the Left-Hand Side, a woman reaching
out her arm(?) : Coi^tauld Institute (Witt Collection) (Plate 25)
Pen and brown ink

Prov: As for No.4

Lit: As for No.4

Courtauld Institute of Art Neg. No. 288/64/l8a

22. Study of a Figure Crouching : Courtauld Institute of Art (Witt
Collection) (Plate 26)
Pen and brown ink

Prov: As for No.4

Lit: As for No.4

Courtauld Institute of Art Neg. No. 2d8/Gk/20a.
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Catalogue of Studies and Sketches Relating to Sir David

Baird Discovering the Body of Tippoo Sahib

*1. Study for Baird Storming Seringapatam : Private Collection
(Plates 31 and 32)
Pen and ink : 22.5 x 13.4

Prov: Private Collection

Lit: Campbell 1834.23a and b
This is the verso of a study for 'Baird receiving submissions'
(Campbell)
The paper has an 1833 watermark

2. A Sheet of Three Compositional Studies : Ashmolean Museum (Plates
33 and 34)
All pen and brown ink

(a) Slight study for the whole composition : 13.1 x 10

(b) Two slight studies for the principal group : 19.8 x 14.8
Verso: Study near to final composition

Paper has watermark: FELLOWS 1833

(c) Study for the whole composition : 13«3 x 9.8
Prov: P. M. Turner; bt. Ashmolean 1942
Sxh: Oxford Art Club 1935; Rembrandt Gallery 1939> as 'Scenes

from a play'; N.&.S. (52) and R.A. (76), 1958; Ashmolean
and K.M. (50-52), 1985, repr. in catalogue

Lit: Woodward, p.20; Campbell 1834.25, 26 and 27; Brown Nos.
50-52

3. Compositional Study : Royal Scottish Academy (Plate 35)
Pen and brown ink, with vermillion washes, and white opaque
watercolour : 18.4 x 11.1

Prov: The Royal Scottish Academy
Exh: N.&.S. (49) anJ R.A. (78), 1953; St. Andrews and Aberdeen

(58), 1985
Lit: Woodward, p.19; Campbell 1834.33; Johnston, pp.55-56

4. Slight Compositional Study : National Gallery of Scotland (Plate 36)
Pen and ink : 5.7 x 3 (framed off in pen 5.5 x 3)
Prov: One in a volume of drawings compiled by the artist's family;

National Gallery of Scotland (D498l/27b)
Lit: Campbell 1834.30
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5. Various Studies on One Sheet for the Figure of Baird : National
Gallery of Scotland (Plate 37)
Black chalk : 17.1 x 10.9

Prov: As for No.4 (D498l/20a)
Lit: Campbell 1834.101

6. Compositional Study : British Museum (Plate 38)
Pen and sepia ink wash : 22.3 x 16.3
Inscr: 'D. Wilkie', in black ink
Prov: Acquired by the British Museum in October 1872 (L.B.30)
Exh: St. Andrews and Aberdeen (59), 1983, repr. in catalogue
Lit: Campbell 1835.113; Johnston, p.56

7. Five Studies, Mounted on One Page : National Gallery of Scotland
(Plate 39)
All pen and ink

(a) Baird, right leg on step, sword in right hand, held across
body : 7 x 6.5

(b) Study of a drummer boy : 8.1 x 5.7

(c) Slight compositional study, similar to final design : 5.5 x 4
(framed off to 5.2 x 3.5)

(d) Slight study for Baird and Tippoo, Baird's right arm raised :
8.5 x 5.8, inscr: 'Esq.'; compare No.2(b) verso

(e) Studies for Baird, left arm raised : 7.2 x 6.2
Prov: As for No.4 (D498l/29a, b, c, d and e)
Lit: Campbell (a) 1834.29, (b) 1837-33, (c) 1835.141a,

(d) 1835.141b, (e) 1835.141c

8. A Sheet of Compositional Studies : National Gallery of Scotland
(Plate 40)
Pen and brown ink : 18.8 x 15.3

Prov: Bryson; Maas; London Art Market; National Gallery of
Scotland (D4977)

Lit: Campbell 1835-32
This is the verso of a sheet of studies for the portrait of
William IV

*9. Compositional Study : Harvard University (Plate 41)
Pen and ink, watercolour : size unknown
Prov: Ex Malcolm Stearnes Coll.; Harvard University
Lit: Campbell 1835.114
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10. A Sheet of Studies for the Figure of Baird : Victoria and Albert
Museum (Plate 42)
Pen and brown ink : 15.5 x 17.4

Prov: Interleaved in a volume of Raimbach's Memoirs, owned by
Colin Tennant; Anthony Reed; The Victoria and Albert
Museum

Exh: Anthony Reed (22), 1934, British Drawings : Spring Medley
Lit: Campbell 1835.115

*11. Compositional Study : Huntington Museum ana Library, San Marino,
California (Plate 43)
Pen and brown ink, with brown wash and oil colour : 14.6 x 9.5
Prov: Interleaved in a volume of Raimbach's Memoirs, owned by

Colin Tennant; Anthony Reed; Huntington, San Marino
Exh: Anthony Reed (24), 1984, British Drawings : Spring Medley,

repr. in catalogue
Lit: Campbell 1835.139

12. Study for the Figure of Baird : Spink and Son (Flate 44)
Pen and brown ink, brown and vermillion washes : 17.7 x 14.8
Prov: Interleaved in a volume of Raimbach's Memoirs, owned by

Colin Tennant; Anthony Reed; Spink and Son
Exh: Anthony Reed (23), 1984, British Drawings : Spring Medley
Lit: Campbell 1835.140
On the verso of this study are drawings of subsidiary figures, in
brown ink (stuck down)

13. Study for the Head of Baird : National Portrait Gallery (Flate 45)
Watercolour, coloured chalks : 54.6 x 43
Prov: Earl of Camperdown sale, Knight, Prank and Rutley, 18

September, 1918 (68); purchased by the National Portrait
Gallery

Studies at bottom of this sheet for Indian lying on the ground, on
the right

14. Oil Sketch for the Head of Baird : Scottish National Portrait
G-allery (Plate 1+6)
Canvas : 75.6 x 62.8
Prov: General Stirling; given by him, in 1906, to the Scottish

National Portrait Gallery (644)
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*15. Study for the Figure of Baird, concentrating on his waistcoat
and topcoat : Darton (U.K.) Ltd. (Plate 47)
Black and red chalks, heightened with white : 47.3 x 36.2
(Verso : A study of the left hand and drapery of the Highland
soldier to the right of Sir David Baird : black chalk)
Frov: Sotheby's 18 November, 1976 (189), repr. in catalogue;

Colnaghi; Darton (U.K.) Ltd.
Exh: Colnaghi (26), November-December 1979, repr. in catalogue;

the Alpine Callery (93), 1930
Lit: Campbell 1835.116

16. Costume Study : Courtauld Institute (Witt Collection) (Plate 48)
Black and red chalk, black wash, body colour : 58 x 40.5
Prov: ?WiLkie sale 1842 (Add.)(15); Carpenter; W. D. Clark;

Vivian Webber; Christies sale, 23 June, 1944 (101); Sir
Robert Witt (No.3590)

Exh: Churchill Club 1945; Arts Council, British Watercolours and
Drawings (210), 1951; N.G.S. (50) and El.A. (79), 1958; StT
Andrews and Aberdeen (60), 1935

Lit: Woodward, p.19; Campbell 1835.117; Johnston, pp.56-57

17. Study for Background Figures, Left-Hand Side : The Hon. James Bruce
(Plate 49)
Pen and brown ink, brown and vermillion washes : 11.4 x 16.5
Prov: Maas; The Hon. James Bruce (23 April, 1970)

*18. Study for the Heads of the Four Figures to the Left of Baird :

Philadelphia Museum and Art Gallery (Plate 50)
Crayon, chalks : 28.3 x 39
Prov: Philadelphia Museum and Art Gallery
Lit: Campbell 1835-112

19. Study for the Figure Holding the Lantern, and three figures to the
left of him : Victoria and Albert Museum(Plate 51)
Coloured chalks, v/atercolour : 48.4 x 58.4
Prov: The Victoria and Albert Museum (acquired 1873)(WS Bin 35)
Lit: Campbell 1835-111

*20. Study for the Figure Holding the Lantern : National Trust, The
Binns (Plate 52)
Watercolour : 11.4 x 8.9
Prov: Believed to have been given by Wilkie to his cousin John

Wilkie; by descent to Mrs. Lalyell of The Binns
Esh: N.G.S. (59) and R.A. (114), 1953
Lit: Woodward, p.21; Campbell 1835.107
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21. Study of a Group of Oriental Arms and Armour : Ashmolean Museum
(Flate 53)
Black, red chalk, water-colour, on buff paper : 56.3 x 52.6
Prov: Wilkie sale 1842 (Add.)(l6); P. M. Turner; acquired by

the Ashmolean in 1942

Exh: Oxford Art Club (14), 1935; Rembrandt Gallery (29), 1939;
N.G-.S. (5l) and R.A. (30), repr. pi.40 in catalogue;
Ashmolean and M.M. (53), 1985, repr. in catalogue

Lit: Woodward, pp.19-20; Campbell 1837.32; Brown No.53

*22. Study for Figures Scaling a Ladder : Fitzwilliam Museum (Plate 54)
Pen and ink, watercolour : 46.9 x 30.3
Prov: Wilkie sale 1842 (Add.)(l0), bt. 4 gns.; Sir J. C. Robinson

sale, Sotheby's 1914, 24 February (32), bt. Meatyard £1 2s. Od.;
H. S. Reitlinger sale, Sotheby's 1954, 26 March, in lot 601,
bt. 4 gns.; bt. from Colnaghi 1954 by the Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge (PD 20.1954)

Exh: N.G.S. (53) and R.A. (77), 1958
Lit: Woodward, p.20; Campbell 1935-104

23. Very Slight Study for Tippoo and a Shield : National Gallery of
Scotland (Plate 55)
Pen and ink : 5-6 x 10

Prov: As No.4 (D498l/44e)
Lit: Campbell 1834-31

24. Study of Tippoo Sahib, and Studies for Mary Queen of Scots :
British Museum (Plate 56)
Black chalk, pen, watercolour : 24-5 x 19-8
Prov: Acquired by the British Museum in October 1967
Lit: Campbell 1835-110
These studies are on the verso of a study of a huntsman with his
hound

25. Study of the Head and Shoulders of an Oriental : Ashmolean Museum
(Plate 57)

Black, red chalks, some oil, on brown paper : 36.8 x 28.3
Frov: ?Wilkie sale 1842 (326); W. B. Carpenter; bt. Ashmolean

1943

Exh: Ashmolean and M.M. (54), 1985, repr. in catalogue
Lit: Campbell 1835-108; Brown No.54
This is a study for the figure touching Tippoo's heart, and taking
his left hand
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26. Study of a Drummer Boy : Ashmolean Museum (Plate 58)
Pen and ink, watercolour, over black, red chalk : 19.5 x 17.8
Inscr: 'D. Wilkie Novbr. 1857'
Prov: ?Wilkie sale 1842 (Add.)(7) or (6); G. T. Wilkinson, by

whom presented to the Ashmolean in 1943
Exh: Ashmolean and M.M. (55), 1985, repr. in catalogue
Lit: Campbell 1837.34; Brown No.55

27. Study for the Lower Part of the Figure of the Highlander Holding
a Torch, and of the Indian on the ground, raising his arm to defend
himself:British Museum(Plate 59)
Coloured chalks, watercolour wash, on drab paper : 51.4 x 43*2
Prov: Acquired by the British Museum in October 1867 (L.B.46)
Lit: Campbell 1835-103

28. Study for the Figure with a Torch, bestriding an Indian combatant :
National Gallery of Scotland (Plate 60)
Pen and brown ink : 8.2 x 5

Prov: Ex Mathews; National Gallery of Scotland (D5013)
Lit: Campbell 1835.142

29. Study of Background Figures, to the Right of Baird : National
Gallery of Scotland (Plate 6l)
Red, black, white chalks, watercolour, pen and ink, on buff, plum
paper : 46.5 x 29-3
Prov: Sotheby's, 20 April, 1972 (117); National Gallery of

Scotland (D5010)
Exh: St. Andrews and Aberdeen (6l), 1985
Lit: Campbell 1838.2; Johnston, p.57-

**30. Compositional Study : Lord J. Grimond

V/atercolour : 52 x 28

Inscr: 'D. Wilkie f. Delin. ('Edin.'?) 1834'
Prov: Given by the artist, according to an inscription on reverse,

to Edward M. Bronell; Lord J. Grimond

Exh: R. A. British Portraits, November-March 1956-1957 (680)
According to a verbal description, this study depicts Baird, his
right leg forward, a drum at his feet, one hand on his sword, the
other by his side. It could accord with either No.2(a) or (c)
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**31. A Sheet of Compositional (?) Studies : Whereabouts Unknown

Pen and ink, on bluish paper : 33 x 30.2
Yerso: Study of figures scaling a ladder
Prov: Ex family collection; Butler; Sotheby's 1964, with

Powney
Lit: Campbell 1834.24

According to Campbell, 'early ideas for the composition'

**32. Study for Croup with Torch and Lantern : Private Collection

Pen and ink, watercolour : 22.2 x 42.5
Prov: Private (Oppe)
Lit: Campbell I838.I

**33. Study for the Arm of the Soldier Falling 3ackwards : Private
Collection, U.S.A.
No details known

Prov: Mr. J. Woodward; Agnews; Mr. W. O'Neal, U.S.A.
Lit: Woodward, p.20; Campbell 1835.106

**34. Study for the Leg of the Highlander, bestriding an Indian
combatant : Private Collection

Black chalk : 24.9 x 43*6
Verso: A confessional scene

Prov: Ex Oppe collection; private collection
Lit: Campbell 1835-102

**35- Study for the Head of a Soldier : Professor T. Brumbaugh

Chalks, watercolour? : size unknown
Prov: Henry Bristow of Ringwood (book dealer); purchased from

him, by Professor T. Brumbaugh, Vandervilt University,
Tennessee

**36. Study of a Drummer Boy : Lord J. Grimond

Watercolour : size unknown

Prov: ?Wilkie sale 1842 (Add.) (6) or (7); Lord J. Grimond
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2. Compositional Study (No.1) (Photograph from
a Christies sale catalogue, 8 April, 1864)

3. Right-Hand Side of a Compositional
Study (No.l) (Private Collection)



4. Compositional Study (No.2)
(National Gallery of Scotland)



A Sheet of Nine Studies (No.3) (National
Gallery of Scotland)



6. Study of Three Nude Figures, Centre Left
(No.4) (Courtauld Institute, Witt Collection)
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7. Study of Three Nude Figures, with a woman in the



8. Study of Three Nude Figures, by the stairs (No.6)
(Courtauld Institute, Witt Collection)



9. Two Studies for the Left-Hand Side (No.7) (Yale
University, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library)



10. A Study for the Left-Hand Side (No.8)
(National Gallery of Scotland)



11. A Study for the Left-Hand Side (No.9)
(National Gallery of Scotland)
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12. A Study for the Group with the Girl, Centre Left
(No.10) (Courtauld Institute, Witt Collection)



13. Compositional Study (No.II) (NottinghamCastle Collection^



14.OilSketchoftheWholeComposition TNo.12)(TateGallery)



15.AStudyfortheRightHandoftheBlindman (No.13a)(FitzwilliamMuseum)



16.AStudyfortheLeftHandoftheBlindman (No.13b)(FitzwilliarnMuseum)
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immediately behind the Blindman (No.14b) (British
Museum)



19. A Study for the Blindman's Right Hand
(No.14c) (British Museum)
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20. Study for the Man's Two Hands, clasping the girl's
head, in a mob cap (No.15) (British Museum)



21. Oil Sketch for the Right-Hand Side
(No.17) (Ashmolean Museum)



22. Study for the Three Background Figures, on the stairs
(No.18) (Courtauld Institute, Witt collection)



Study of Two Crouching Children (No.19)
(Courtauld Institute, Witt Collection)



24.StudyfortheForegroundFigure,CentreLeft (No.20)(CourtauldInstitute,WittCollection)
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25. Early Study for the Group on the Left-Hand Side, a woman
reaching out her arm (T) (No.21) (Courtauld Institute,
Witt Collection)



26. Study of a Figure Crouching (No.22)
(Courtauld Institute, WittCollection)



27. The Wardrobe Ransacked (Engraving by W. Greatbach,
after the painting by Wilkie)



28.
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29. Sir David Baird discovering the body of Tippoo



30. Sir David Baird discovering the body of Tippoo
Sahib (Mezzotint Engraving by John Burnet, after
the painting by Wilkie)



31. Study for Baird Storming Serinqapatam
(No.1) (Private Collection)



32. Study for 'Bairti receiving submissions'
(No.I, recto) (Private Collection)
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33.ASheetofThreeCompositionalStudies (No.2)(AshmoleanMuseum)
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verso) (Ashmolean Museum)
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(Royal Scottish Academy)
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I National Gallery of Scotland!^
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Baird (No.5) (National Gallery of SmflanH)
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45. Study for the Head of Baird (No,13)
(National Portrait Gallery)



46. Oil Sketch for the Head of Baird (No.14)
(Scottish National Portrait GalleryT
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47. Study for the Figure of Baird, concentrating on his
waistcoat and topcoat (No.15) (Darton (U.K.) Ltd.)



48. Costume Study (No.16) (Courtauld
Institute, Witt Collection)



49. Study for Background Figures Left-Hand
Side (No.17) (The Hon. James Bruce)



50. Study for the Heads of the Four Figures to the Left of
Baird (No.18) (Philadelphia Museum and Art Gallery)



51. Study for the Figure Holding s Lantern, and three figures
to the left of him (No.19) (Victoria and Albert Museum)
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51. Stuck for the Figure Holding a Lantern, and three figures
to the left of him (No.19) .( Victoria and Albert Museum)
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52. Study for the figure Holding the Lantern
(No.20) (National Trust, The Binns)
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53. Study of a Group of Oriental Arms and
Armour (No.21) (Ashmolean Museum)



54. Study for Figures Scaling a Ladder
(No.22) (Fitzwilliam Museum)
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55. Very Slight Study for Tippoo and a Shield
(No.23) (National Gallery of Scotland)

56. Study of Tippoo Sahib, and Studies for Mary
Queen of Scots (No.24) (British Museum)
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57. Study of the Head and Shoulders of an
Oriental (No.25) (Ashmolean Museum)



58. Study of a Drummer Boy
(No.26) (Ashmolean Museum)



59. Study for the Lower Part of the Figure oF the Highlander
Holding a Torch, and of the Indian on the ground, raising
his arm to defend himself (No.27) (British Museum)
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Combatant (No.28) (National Gallery of Scotland)
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HaTrdTNo729l (National Gallery of Scotland)
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63. The Finding of the Body of Tippoo Sultaun (Mezzotint
Engraving by S. W. Reynolds, after a painting bv
Robert Ker Porter)

64. Major-General David Baird discovering the body of Tipu
Sultan, by Arthur William Devis (Whereabouts Unknown)
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65. Portrait of General, the Right Honourable Sir David
Baird, by Sir Henry Raeburn (Private Collection)



66. General, the Right Honourable Sir David Baird (Engraving
by J. Thomson, taken from a drawing by E. U. Eddis)




